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The Etude, while

mainly devoting

to all that relates to the piano-forte

juncts, still has not

narrowed

itself

the interests of that instrument.

and increasing
it

its columns Z'tt
and its ad- opportunities

exclusively to

to even a broader basis, although the discussion
its

methods of teaching

will

W

HOW SHALL A YOUNG TEACHER

for

and the various
always be the main

object of the paper.

SUCCEED ?

comparison and afford greater stimulus

than either alone.

.
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,
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"
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Ibis question has lately been asked
especially with reference to the wisest

OR MAGABOOK, NEWSPAPER,
_
’

ZjIiN Hi

literature,
it,

,

Its present large

circulation warrants our changing

of the piano and

,

,

“
Buskin,

who has

.

~

work

„

_

Ihe Etude, more
means of bringing

knowledge of the community.
But it is better,
answering the question, to make it
much broader and more inclusive. Let us try, then, to

the tea c her ’s

to the

m

define, at least approximately, the essential conditions

many true and suggestive of success,
somewhere distinguishes between
Obviously, the

said a great

things in his time,

essential

first

is

intelligence.

The

The syndicate of editors selected are so well “ books” and “ newspapers upon the ground that the teacher must know the subject he is to teach, and know
known that it would be superfluous to praise them. book represents thoughts of permanent value; the news- it thoroughly. If he is to teach beginners only, he need
They have identified themselves for years with paper records occurrences of ephemeral interest. The not know everything that a teacher of advanced pupils
the musical literature of this country, and are onfe is “ for keeps,” as the children say the other, like must know; but what he has to teach he must know, if
is detestable when cold.
He continues, that his work is to have any value. The more perfectly he
practical musicians and teachers as well as bril- a hot cake,
mistakes are often made whereby many matters of no knows it the better.
liant writers.
Our other contributors will con’

’

;

possible value go out into the world bound up in covers,
tinue from time to time their able and interesting as if they supposed themselves of permanent
interest
articles.
on the other hand, newspapers frequently print articles
think The Etude will be materially bene- and essays of lasting value many of them wasted, unforfited by this change, and its usefulness to teacher tuaately, upon readers so demoralized in the matter of
and pupil greatly increased. It has, indeed, been attention that they fail to notice the pith and moment of
what they have pretended to “read.” The curious thing
a labor of love, but failing health, and the interabout the average newspaper is the rapidity with which
ests referred to above, prevent our assuming the
A copy three months’ old is like a leaf of
it stales.
entire editorial work, although we Still retain the ancient history. It is almost a shock to an editorial
writer to turn over the files and attempt to identify his
full control of the journal.
hope that our readers will continue the own “ editorials ” two years back. Nine out of ten ediwritera
same lively interest they have always manifested, torlals would not haV8 been written if
taken a week to think them over.
.
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,
j
,
„
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^ ... - ,
The Etude is not a newspaper, and does not intend
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list, they will feel they are advancing the interests
he
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The second requisite is the ability to impart what he
If he has not this naturally, he must acquire it.
Let him not only be sure that he knows the ideas he hm
to impart, but that he sees them in their natural, logical
order.
Presented in that order, and one at a time, he
knows.

will

be likely to make them understood,

The

third requisite

is tact,

the ability to enter into his

and to understand what special
needs are to be met first. No two pupils are alike, and
minds
no two
can be developed is
way. There is a strong tendency
settle into a routine of work, layi
pupil’s mental condition

8tudy” or curriculum, and forciuj
through it in precisely the same 01
is particularly

tumao as null

strong in

u

some of the
iim n

mma

-

;

'
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it.
that he learned, more from Malibran’s singing and PagaIndulgence in that kind of weakness is fatal. One must nini’s playing than from any teacher. And .he was right
the human voice is the great model for all instrumentalthe
best,
not
mill.
They may be made or marred no matter, the mill accept the world as he finds it and make
But the truth is, that no teaching is or can the worst, of it. No one man can make any great im- ists, and its study modified Liste’s playing snd made
is all right.
” on the piano. The old
be good which does not primarily regard the special needs pression on the vast mass of ignorance, stupidity, vanity Thalberg the grandest “ singer
of the individual pupil. The school is for the benfit of and folly that exists in every community. If one has to school played and composed to suit the instrument of the
the pupil, not the pupil for the benefit of the school. choose between aa unworthy success, won by catering to day we must do the same Kullak, who was one of the
What is true of schools is equally true of private teach- men’s weaknesses, and the consciousness of honest effort greatest teachers of our time, in his remarks on the Cho-

less to allow ourself to be soured and embittered by

and children

feelings of almost superstitious reverence,

are practically treated as grist to be ground through the
;

,

;

Of course,

ing.

but

it is

routine teaching

is

the easiest teaching,

never successful in any high degree.

He

cautions us against too

much

resulting in worldly failure, the choice ought hot to be

pin etudes, admits this.

difficult.

speed being employed in Chopin, and aays that, While he

But sometimes real merit and brilliant worldly success wrote many of his beautiful compositions for the light acThe next requisite to success is character. “That
which we are we shall teach, not voluntarily but invol- go together. In these cases there are commonly brilliant, tion of the Viennese piano-forte, still he should be played
untarily.
Thoughts come into our minds by avenues showy qualities combined with the solid ones. Such a broadly, so as to suit the immense increase in tone of oar
which we never left open, and thoughts go out of our combination may sometimes be acquired, but it is more modem pianos. Already in Hummel’s time was the
minds through avenues which we never voluntarily often the result of exceptional natural endowments. If change manifesting itself, Moschele? inaugurating the reone has these, well and good. Let him be thankful. If volt against the mere tickling prettinesses and ornamental
he has not, he still has it in his power to live a merito- trash of the fashionable school. Schumann gave a deadly
rious, useful life, and to command the respect of all blow to it by his resolute neglect of the trivial passage
whose good opinion is to be valued, for his personal and work of the day. His works are noticeable for their

Character teaches over our head.” This quofrom Emerson, one of the deepest of seers, contains a most profound and salutary truth, which ought to
be deeply pondered by every young teacher. Ultimately,
the teacher’s influence on his pupils, his patrons, his
friends, the community in which he lives, depends on

opened.
tation

neglect of prolonged scale passages, trills, and all the
self known old-fashioned ornaments that Kalkbrenner, Hummel,
Beethoven was, of
community, perhaps no advice is good for much. Bussek, and others delighted in.
And let him remember that what he is depends He who has refined feelings and has a fair amount of course, the first, but his evolution from the Mozart style
acter.
mainly on himself. We are chiefly the architects of our modesty will naturally shrink from the advertising arts was gradual. He was no violent reformer Field and
own characters. Inherited traits do, indeed, count for of the quack doctors and of charlatans generally. He Cramer in a lesser degree, dementi doubtless influencing
much; so do the conditions of early education and of may fairly and properly make his presence known by a Beethoven by his studies and sonatas.
The Clementi piano-forte was already striving after a
environment generally. But the central thing in char- modest advertisement in the newspapers, or by such other
Chopin was always a 30rt of
acter is right purpose, the sincere determination to accept means as will not take unfair advantage of his brother heavier tone and action.
and discharge all known obligation, and the honest desire professionals. He will not press his services on patrons compromise with the old and new. Much of his passage
work
in
his
earlier
compositions
remind one irresistibly of
understand
obligation
in
order
that
it
may
but
will
content
to
importunate
solicitations,
be
wait
effort
to
by
and
be accepted. He who takes this attitude has the funda- until he is sought for what he can do. People will soon Hummel’s, but idealized. Some of his polonaises, the A
for
example,
and
the
F
flat,
minor
fantasia, are as solid
mental, essential qualities to which all others shall in- find this out, and if they do not employ him, it will be
“To Mm that hath ” this, “ shall be either because the field is already fully occupied, or be- and as heavy as anything Schumann ever wrote, snd reevitably be added.
given, and he shall have abundance.”
cause his particular kind of work is not desired. In most quire a large tone and much endurance for their interpreThe converse is equally true. “ Prom him that hath places there is room for those who can do well what the tation. Mendelssohn always remained within the conventional limits of the piano- forte proper, and that acJ. C. F.
not shall be taken away even that which he seemeth to public really wants done.
counts for the neglect of his works by concert pianists.
have.” The quack, the charlatan, the pretender, the
Weber was a powerful player ahead of his time, bat the
self-deceiver, whose character is not sound at the central
IN
will
with
of
the
attitude
reference
obligation,
velocity
element enters largely into his sonatas and other
to
the
point,
For such there is no permacompositions. Grandiose and painfully trivial is he at
invariably comes to grief.
of
sort.
any
nent, abiding success
Is it not a singular thing, while in vocal studies and in times, and is seldom represented to-day on our pro7
The next requisite is refined courtesy. This ought to violin playing the first rudiments are toward the produc- grammes. The modern school calls for large works and
be the natural outgrowth of upright character. It is the tion of a pure, full tone, yet, in teaching the piano few large tone. Look at the Brahms concertos and sonatas.
What large chord masses have to be handled. The piano
fruit of an enlightened sense of obligation to our fellows, teachers think it worth their while to even speak of it ?
of a self-respect which respects others, regarding their most of them being ignorant on the subject themselves. is transformed into a miniature orchestra. The variety
The dignified, To finger the keys with dexterity, velocity being the main and grading of tonal effects are enormous, and the study
rights and feelings as we regard our own.
courteous man inevitably commands respect and acquires thing sought after to play so many notes in a given time of musical dynamics is a special branch. And still,
influence.
And refinement is essential, because coarse- with a dry, hard touch, or a pearly little colorless tone, we remarked at the outset, all this is, for the multitude of
piano pupils, a sealed book. If they wish to play “loud ”
ness in thought or feeling, not to say in manners and that was, and in many cases is, all pupils aim at.
compatible with the highest self-respect,
is
not
speech,
The word tone is comparatively new that is applied in they poke the keys. All the finer middle shading and
nor with due regard for the feelings of others. A boor this way, and one can read notices of piano recitals where exquisite half-tints which make the playing of a great
cannot feel that sympathetic appreciation of refined feel- the player’s technic is glowingly spoken, but never a word artist so enjoyable are neglected. When Josefiy has to
ings in others which belongs to the highest courtesy.
A about his tone. But the first quality alluded to in a repeat a passage he always plays it the second time with
coarse man is sure to be selfish, and selfishness is of violinist’s performances is his tone, and then his tech- different coloring. It is this shading, this delicate dis-

what he

is,

in his

inmost

soul, in the

professional character.

As regards the special ways of making one’s

depths of his char-

in a

;

TONE

PIANO-FORTE PLAYING

m

;

He will not be liked, nic. What would a vocalist be with only execution
is not likable, and because he likes others
and no voice ? Alas we see, or rather hear, what they
than he does himself. Here, as elsewhere, men give are, for their name is legion. But the main thing is, first,
what they receive. “With what measure ye mete, it the voice, then the use of it. The cause of this neglect

crimination in chiaro oscuro, that makes both Pachmann
and Josefiy such great artists. They show the possibilities
of touch from forte to the whispering pianissimo. Large
effects they are not fitted for by nature.
It takes the

be measured to you again.”
qualifications, which are within the reach
of every young teacher, are the only essentials of real
He who has these will
success, in the highest sense.
certainly be successful in imparting sound knowledge
and in developing sound character and intelligence in
Good work, done in a right spirit, ought to
bis pupils.
insure worldly success. Sometimes it does, perhaps
always, if .one waits long enough. But the teacher who
expects immediate returns of pecuniary and worldly success from his investments of labor, professional attainments, self-control, self-discipline, will often be bitterly
disappointed. The conditions of worldly and of social

blacksmith frame of Rubinstein or the steel-nerved Liszt
to get those sonorous and thunderous tones that amaze

the very essence of discourtesy.

because he

!

less

arose,

shall

The above

It is

are worth much.

There is a vast amount
of ignorance in every commnnity. Comparatively few
parents choose teachers wisely, or even know enough to
do so. Their imaginations are dazzled by the glitter of
tinsel, and quack music teachers, like quack doctors, often
tio predictions

^
-

grow rich, while men of solid professional attainments
and of sterling character are left in poverty and obscurity.
It is of no nse to complain of this state of things, still
\:
JtefrZ* * 8 iTMM B IlSMS fc

.

;

:

•

'

expense of the lyrical element. It is interesting to piano students to follow, step by step, the improvement in the instrument; the immediate change in
the character of the compositions written for it, although
in many cases they foreshadowed the alterations themselves.
The harpsichord, with its light touch and ornamental and florid music to cover up the want of tone,
then the gradual introduction of the lyrical element by
the BachB, down to our resonant and powerful grands, so
suitable for Brahms and the modern school.
The touch
modified itself to all these changes, and from a delicate
little tap on the keys has been transformed into the organlike pressure of the modern virtuoso.
From the days
when only the finger tips and no thumb were allowed, to
our times, when the whole arm is employed, what a vast
field has been traversed.
This is familiar, however, to
every student of mnsic, and it is not that we wish to dwell
on.
Now, when the piano vies with the orchestra, we
should cultivate tone as a particular and necessary study,
a separate study from technic. Franz Liszt has said
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of the velocity prin-

ciple at the
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success are so complicated, there are so many incalculable elements in the problem, in any given case, that

no doubt, from the deficiencies of the piano itself.
not essentially a tone-sustaining instrument, and

this fatal defect led to the cultivation
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Where does

come from ?

it all

These

is

one’s involun-

methods for the production
of a powerful tone are very different from the old-fashioned banging of Leopold de Meyer and his school., F“
jumped on the key-board and squirmed and pounded
his efforts to make a big noise, and he succeeded.
Cs
tary question.

artists’

Tausig, o,ne of the greatest virtuosos that ever lived

moving a muscle, bring oat

could, without apparently
clear, resonant,

and

mm
U
JHB

at times overwhelming, musical

Thalberg did the same.

that defied description.

N

what was the secret of these artists’ playing ? That
precisely what the great teachers and conservatories an
eager pupils of the day sought to find out, and the oonst
quence is that we have a thousand methods, each one th
only trae one, of coarse, and the result is bewi
i

to the earnest student

The Etude

for June, has pointed out the

The

side of the question.
finger
is

lift

and
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In Berlin, Kullak
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Stuttgart

rigid knuckle.

hard as a hailstone.

J

The author of
“ What Method DoJTob Use ?

of the piano.

clever article entitled,
in

big tone, *
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touch, and gets a lovely and free tone from the

fountain of melody like Schubert, or with profound in-

Insframeot

He seams to have based his method on perand the resalt of observing 'all the great virtu*
was,
in fact, one himself. At all events, he
He
©si.
turned out some great pupils. Vienna and Berlin seemed
Leipsic and Stuttgart as piano-playing
distanced
to have
One thing, however, seems to be agreed upon
centres.
by all prominent teachers, that, no matter how much they
may differ as to details, the arm is the great factor in
modern piano playing. After the fingers have been
trained from knuckle to knuckle to the wrist, and a perfect coordination of the parts has been obtained, then the
arm is allowed to swing free, and with everything loosened, literally from the brain downward, a pure, mellow
tone is the result. A return to the cramped methods of

ventive constructiveness like Wagner, no one will deny,

original with himself—-are effectively set for the piano,

sonal

but in another specialty, equally new, perhaps equally

and, in order to play them, the artist must possess a touch

was as unique, as great, as either of these
Every one knows the opera transcripHungarian rhapsodies, the concertos, the miscellaneous piano forte studies and fantasies of the mighty
Liszt.
No programme is complete without them, and
yet we find critics on all sides carping and barking and
complaining that they are overloaded with mere tour de

tifal wrist

trial

In the third place, Liszt’s melodies

summer wind.

necessary, he

as velvety as a

great masters.

that Liszt requires always

tions, the

force.

force.

We

Delicacy

is

I*- is

is true,

it

not

a mistake to think

and everywhere

force, force,

The power of
power of vehement ex-

as difficult as noise.

self-restraint is greater than the

pression.

Fourthly. The services which Liszt’s writings have
rendered the cause of art can never be over-estimated,
when we remember that sixty of Schubert’s songs, many

many of the most lyrical
Wagner’s operas, and countless other inmore gifted but less skillful men, have
the development of technical skill.
Whenever Liszt has by him been so exquisitely cooked that all have come to
our forefathers is out of the question in fact, as every a fine theme, he is able to expand it, to adapt it, to feed upon them.
them
all
fit
to
it
is
impossible
another,
The thousands of players who have attempted the G
hand differs' from
diversify it, to digress from it and to return to it, all with
The sooner a degree of cleverness and startling impressiveness, and Minor Fugue of Bach, the Tannhauser March, the Spinon the procrustean bed of one method.
a
settled
ning Scene from the Flying Dutchman, the Erl-King of
teachers realize this the better. It seems to be
a general artistic insight, which are a kind of genius
fact, that no piano artist who wishes to play in public to- genius as rare as that higher and more ideal spirit whose Schubert, and other like compositions, have had these
day dare to do so with a small tone. He may be thor- type of culmination is Beethoven. It is unfair to Liszt’s inspirations embedded in their innermost consciousness
oughly musical, and may have a fine technic, but tone piano-forte compositions to speak of them as mere noise. by the iteration they make in striving for technical mashe must have. Rubinstein can drown an orchestra, and They are to the piano what the orchestral music of tery.
They revel in a vast variety
The transcriptions of the Beethoven Symphonies,
lesser lights must emulate him or else be snuffed out in- Berlioz is to the orchestra.
continently.
As far as volume goes, the grand piano has of effects, changes, contrasts, fitful, impulsive alterations though equally clever, are less necessary, because, by
but
the
desirable,
more
would
be
make-up
their
limits.
No
that
goes
toward
the
very nature, hopelessly remote from their originals.
reached its
of mood, and, in a word, all
The genius of Liszt is often compared to fireworks,
problem that acousticians and piano makers are bent on of an impressive solo virtuosoship.
done,
this
is
Once
solving is the prolongation of tone.
We will specify a few points in which the compositions but an aurora borealis is a more just and a more apposite
a revolution will be effected in piano playing compos- of Liszt point out and establish a new technic of the metaphor.
How- piano- forte.
Beethoven’s genius rose upon the world gloriously,
ing that will totally upset prevailing methods.
0
ever, this seems to be still in the far distance, and we
1st. He uses the wrist differently from any other like a refulgent summer dawn, and the whole earth smiles
must content ourselves with the instrument as it actually pianist. There are many passages similar to the famous and gains fertility beneath Its beams. Liszt came like a
We have purposely refrained from dwelling on the wrist trill in the first division of the Second Hun- northern dawn— no man knew whence. His light spread
is.
That will be ap- garian Rhapsody.
In the etude entitled “La Cam- over the world, astonishing, bewildering, and suddenly
aesthetic side of this .question of tone.
preciated by the musical temperament. We want to paneila,” an entire chromatic scale is played in this over- shifted through all colors and through all degrees of
merely call the teachers’ and the pupils’ attention to the lapped manner, each hand taking one note alternately, splendor the auroral light, also, is the emanation of
fact that, while the piano is as yet imperfect, still much so that the entire force of the body can be applied to those subtle electric forces which are the inner link of
more can be gotten out of it than is done. So stop your every tone and the fingers rested meanwhile. The effect the universe.
Like Hashes of
The man who can astonish and uplift to a mountain
velocity exercises and listen to a good violin player or is dazzling to an unprecedented degree.
Try to get more full- scarlet light from some supernatural flame come these peak of excitement by the display of great skill deserves,
singer, and seek to imitate them.
ness in your touch and more variety in your playing in sudden embellishments in the works of Liszt. Chopin also, our honor and reverence. He, also, has a place
J. H.
ornaments his works also, and richly too, but always with among the musically immortal.
a word, play legato.
While the piano-forte is played, pianists will owe a debt
delicate fancies that tremble and sparkle like bits of fairy
Liszt was of a more virile, better say a more de- immeasurable to that great virtuoso who, between 1830
lace.
moniacal, nature. He possessed tenderness, Trod there and 1850, in intimate association with Berlioz and Choare many phrases in all his works, notably in the Rhap- pin, with Hugo and De Musset, developed the great consodies, where no one but the most refined and emotional ception of art, and united literary with musical genius,
The Paganini of the piano, Franz Liszt, has just left pianist can begin to do them justice. Liszt was like a concentrating the whole within the narrow circle of
are not ardent enthusiasts for the music of Liszt,

except in such respects as

it is

the most perfect in the

world, namely, the power to produce astonishment and

of the great works of Bach,

movements

in

spirations of the

;

—

.

;

;

THE EFFECT OF LISZTS PIANOFORTE COMPOSITIONS.

this

world to be enrolled among the immortals.

In the great pantheon of musical art no name shines
with more splendor, but many a name shines with purer
light.

Liszt

was the antipodes of Beethoven.

may be clothed with

while enormous elemental
2d. Liszt,

when

fitting

fires

delicate verdure,

are alive within.

the chords to the key-board,

not only are his trills and scales, taken
is original:
the wrist or arm, of the most unique character
and impressive power, but the chords, without jarring or
ever seeming clouded, compel the piano to resound as
Schumann, also, employs dense
it were an orchestra.
harmonization, and in imaginative value he far transcends
what
Liszt, but he is as much inferior in dramatic effect
one might call the enunciation of the piano as he is
superior in recondite and poetic qualities. Liszt possessed a dual nature, Hungarian and German, and his
cosmopolitan life, and especially the direct and constant
impact of French society upon him during twenty years
of his formative development, made him a complete and
many-sided, though ill-balanced, man. He strove always
to do something new, and not infrequently succeeded in

The one claims with

the attention of the world and the homage of posterity for
marvelous, almost supernatural executive power, the other
,

,

volcano whose sides

by an equally transcendenfccreative genius. There was a
profound sympathy between Beethoven and Liszt, and
every one knows the beautiful story of Beethoven rushing
upon the stage after a concert in which Liszt as an eleven
year old boy had played. Liszt, through all his life, and
not least in the days of his utmost renown as a virtuoso,
championed the works of Beethoven, an act which demanded more artistic courage than will be easily recogWhen Beethoven’s writings were first given to
nized.
the world, much the same adverse criticisms were poured
upon them as nowadays are given to the compositions of
Brahms. The' virtuosos of the Thalberg, Kalkbrenner
and Doehler Schools shunned the performance of Beethoven’s compositions, believing them to be too abstruse
f6r the public, but Liszt, even to his latest days, played
Beethoven with reverence and enthusiasm. The tone of
critical articles appearing in oar various musical journals,
apropos to the departure of this great pianist and composer, evide>i ses a lack of just appreciation, we
?
y
The words, “meretri
respect, for* Lust’s originality.
cious,” “sensational,” “pyrotechnic,” and the like, are

—

—

doing not only the new, but the undesirable not only
the striking, but the eccentric. Taking Paganini for his
model, he outdid that great but one-sided master, and
;

created for the piano-forte things as impossible to the

men

before his time as are the strange feats of Paganini

to the classical violinists.

Anwane who will attempt the

piano-forte music.

-

The modern grand piano is a giant compared with the
pigmy instruments which Mozart played and Beethoven
composed upon. The present age is one of investigation,
research, reproduction, rather than of original invention,
in the realm of art.

The

virtuoso

is

the lion of our

epoch, yet a mighty influence of virtuosoship, such as
Liszt diffused over the world, deposits, like an inundation
of the Nile, the fruitful soil whence
glories of imaginative art.

may

spring the
J.

S.

new

V. C.

LIBERATING THE RING FINGER.
Tenotomy has cropped up once more, and

this

time

from the far Pacific coast Professor E. S. Bonelli, a
prominent teacher of piano in San Francisco, has been
having the operation performed on many of his pupils
and friends, and with perfect success. He states he has
personally supervised over fifty cases, and they all turned
out just as he desired. This ought to be overwhelming
evidence in Dr. Forbes’ favor, who was the pioneer of
the movement in this country. We have sufficiently discussed the whys and wherefores of the case, but it would
be well to recapitulate for the benefit of those interested,

Rhapsody or the Opera Paraphrases by Liszt will be at and who did not read the animated discussions it proonce impressed, not so much by the immense extent of voked last year in The Etude. The writer, after carethe chords—Tie does not write often beyond the octave
fully investigating the whole subject, was successfully
as by their prodigious solidarity. Chopin often writes operated on by Dr. Forbes, and found a decided gain in
Professor
continually applied to his piano-forte effects, while his consecutive intervals, which, if struck simultaneously, both the “lift” and strength of the finger.
orchestration iB stigmatized as “overloaded,” “noisy,” would spread the h&nd & twelfth or a fifteenth: bat Liszt Zeckwer can personally testify to many cases under his
and his sentiment “bombastic,” “unreal” and “mor- so Belects the tones, and so distances the hands, that the notice. In no instance has Dr. Forbes failed to produce
combined result produced by his chords is that of a happy results. Professor Bonelli deserves warm combid.”
m cmeation for his interest in tW salfeoi. He asiia a®
That Liszt was not by nature gifted with an overflowing mighty and well-brassed orchestra.

;

—
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programme of a concert given by

the

who had all
unique. The

pupils

ica’s strides in art

undergone the operation, that is decidedly
whole question can be summed up in a few words. Are
you suffering from tigfet ligaments, rendering ytfur fourth
and fifth fingers almost useless ? Then we say Have
them cut, as they are superfluous, hinder you from progress, and the operation is perfectly harmless and pain-

We have

less, as

cocaine

is

now

used.

It is

creative day.

long had executants

— we now have thousands

World schools and

traditions, thoroughly

Sonatas, Sym-

the highest and most varied idealism.

phonies and Fugues are no longer signs of terror on a
programme, but we have in every large city, and in many

not interfering with

people are gradually awakening to the

fact that it is no longer necessary to send their children
abroad, exposing them to all the dangers of travel and
life in Continental cities, so unsettling, as a rule, to our

all the Old
imbued with boys and

of scholarly musicians, thoroughly versed in

:

The American

can help a joyous bounding of the

dawn of the

heart at this

many eases, neg- of the smaller ones, publics limited no doubt in numbers,
some hands with them, and the result is but most fastidious and discriminating in their taste.
Our Western musical brethren are a This indicates the preparation for a complete school of
perfect freedom.
pushing class, and deserve the warmest praise for it.
national art.
Learned German musicians established in
this country for many years, and able, therefore, to mark
and estimate its growth more exactly than younger men,

girls.
They have discovered that in their midst
they have conservatories which, in addition to giving their
pupils all the advantages to be gained from a staff of
experienced teachers, also offer home society, with its

the designs of nature, as nature has, in

gentle and refining influences, and a genuine musical

lected to supply

atmosphere.

THE OHIO MUSIC TEACHERS’
ASSOCIATION.

Such a one

is

the great

servatory, of Boston, Mass., Dr.

The concern has been

New England

Eben Tourj6e,

in existence since 1858,

Con-

Director.

and now

occupies an enormous fire-proof building in Franklin
Square. Thousands of pupils, many of them now teach-

owe

broad musical education

often predict that the next great age in musical art will

ers,

be found either here or in England.

stitution.
The faculty is literally too large to quote, but
such names as Adamowski and Campinari, violin Louis
Maas, Otto Bendix and Carl Faelten, piano S. B, Whitney and George E. Whiting, organ Signor Rotoli and
Louis Elson, voice, and many other competent teachers

No

centre of influence

is

so vital, so potent, so far'

their

to this noble in-

;

In the State of Ohio a feeble organization among the reaching as National, and especially State Associations.
music teachers has existed for seven years, but its life An erroneous impression is found in some quarters that
has been precarious, and it was either unknown to the the Ohio Association is hostile to the National. There
prominent musicians of the great cities, or else ridiculed is no foundation in fact for this opinion. Ohio musicians for various branches and orchestral instruments, including
by them as a puny band of mutual admir&tionists organ- are no whit behind their brothers in the older Eastern the young talented George Chadwick as teacher of com;

;

among

ized

the rustics.

States of

The last six months, however, has witnessed a sudden
growth of this organization, which might be compared
to the marvelous development seen in our Western fron-

New York and

siasm for

art,

America

is

pensive.

Massachusetts in their enthu-

or the assiduity with which they study, but

a large country, and traveling

The

is

always ex-

State Association furnishes precisely the

It is in no degree an exaggeration to say that same opportunities for mutual enlightenment, encouragethe last session, held at Columbus in the second week of ment, appreciation and revivification as the National, and
July, 1886, was a feast of good things.
these advantages cao be obtained nearer home.

tier cities.

these names, we say, are sufficient guarantee
sound musical instruction. Art and literature are
and the pupil has the option of the class or private

position
for a

;

taught,

lesson system.

Pupils, ladies in particular, from a dis-

tance, have the unexceptionable chance of a Christian
offered them
while it is unnecessary to add that

home

;

Dr. Tourjle not only does

The Etude is too limited in space for a detailed account of this entire session, and it certainly cannot indulge in miscellaneous panegyric. It would be difficult,

all he can to materially advance
whole institution in a dignified
and
amiable
manner that has contributed greatly to its
effective organization as that which now convenes annually at Columbus, the capital of Ohio. Then the National flourishing condition to-day.
There is no occasion then,
Association might be made to fully realize what it is in we repeat, to go abroad when this school offers so much
spirit and was in its original design
a high and authori- for so little, where a solid basis of musical learning can
tative body, completely representing the musical profes- be laid, and where the most excellent opportunities for
general culture are fostered and developed.
sion of the entire country.
As an organization of delegates from the State Associations, and fed by the local enthusiasms thereby engendered, the National Association might treble its power.
Music on Sale. We have greatly increased our stock
of musical merchandise in our new stand, having nowon hand the whole of G. Schirmer’s catalogue, besides
most of the numbers of Peters’, Augner’s, and Breitkopf
& H'artel’s cheap editions. These, with oar general

however, to speak of any of the things done at the late
Ohio Association without such a repletion of superlatives

The love of distinction seems to be an innate quality
of human nature.
Like other universal traits, it is valu-

A large amount of admirable piano-forte
some
solo

performance,

There should exist

quartette playing of the highest merit, excellent

and choral singing, an organ

recital

and much mis-

cellaneous concerted music, intermixed with thoughtful

in every State shell a vigorous

and

his pupils, but directs the

—

papers and animated discussions, united to give the hundreds of teachers in attendance one of the most stimu-

and effective meetings it is possible to
imagine. The membership was enlarged by nearly three
hundred accessions. All this success was attributable
to oae man Johannes Wolfram, of Canton, Ohio, the
President elected last Christmas, and unanimously relating, suggestive

PUBLISHERS’ NOTES.
—

—

elected last July.

CONCERNING THE TITLE
“PROFESSOR.”

as would beggar, perhaps, Miss Cleveland herself.

stock, make a full stock of the best music published.
W1 have published a circular giving full direction regarding music on sale, which will be sent on application.
In this connection we will venture to suggest, for the

able if rightly considered and rightly used.
It is an
of the leading musicians of the State took part, honorable ambition to deserve titles of distinction, and
was obvious that they were all upon their mettle, the effort to win high place in the estimation of one’s benefit of both teachers and dealers, that in returning
not feeling that they had come out to astonish the rustics, fellows cannot be too heartily commended. But to assume music to dealer the name of sender should be written on
also, many teachers return
but that they were placed upon pedestals of eminence a title which ought to mean a good deal when one has the outside of package
where critical eyes would scan and recognize their not earned it, is a totally different matter. He who does packages of music to us from the far West, paying large
express
dues,
when
the
U. S. mail would carry it for,
minutest defects. When musicians are in cordial sym- this, and those who accord him the title, cooperate to
Any package under four
pathy with each other, and playing to win mutual degrade it. Neither the wearer of the title nor his ad- perhaps, one-third price.
admiration, the effect is always heightened to a delight- mirers win any respect from those whose good opinion pounds will be carried by mail for one cent for every
two ounces. If the music happened to weigh over four
ful degree.
is to be valued.
pounds it could be put in two packages.
Mr. Sherwood, the pianist, participated by courtesy,
All this applies forcibly to the indiscriminate use of
Teachers who have not access to a music store where
and it was the opinion of the scores present who had the word “Professor,” as applied to music teachers in
heard him repeatedly, that his playing was never more this country. Properly speaking, we have no “Pro- a full line is kept, will find our plan to be of benefit.
The serial, “ What Shall We Play?” closes with this
inspired.
Miss Neally Stevens, of Chicago, a brilliant fessor” of Music except those who have been regularly
young lady pianist recently back from Berlin, gave a appointed to a chair in a college faculty. The term ought issue. We have issued the work in book form—25 cents
in
recital which electrified her audience.
paper cover, and 40 cents in board cover. We will
Mr. Spanuth, a to mean this, and nothing else. But it is, perhaps, no
pupil of Raff, lately come to Cincinnati, played also, and more than natural, considering that many men,
who by send the book to any subscriber who, when renewing,
will
exhibited force and brilliancy. Messrs. Doerner, Andres their position in a college faculty have a legal right to
send one more new subscriber.
and Schneider, well-known Cincinnati pianists, played the title, are by no means the superiors in professional
The article “On Touch,” by Dr. Wm. Mason, read
with effect. Edmund S. Mattoon and H. Ebeling, both attainments of many others who do not
occupy such before the Music Teachers’ National Association, at

Many

„

and

it

;

Columbus pianists, contributed excellent performances, positions, that the public should apply the honorable title Boston, will be reproduced in the columns of The Etude
and various others played not only acceptably, but in a “Professor” to these latter, also. At any rate
they do very soon. In the meantime, those that desire the lecture
way to excite enthusiasm. The celebrated Jacobsohn so, and it is difficult to prevent it. One may modestly can procare it in pamphlet form, by addressing Ed.
Quartette of stringed instruments, from Cincinnati, gave disclaim his right to the title, but he
can hardly prevent Schuberth & Co., Union Square, New York.
a concert, and various vocalists, among vhom were Miss it being applied to him.
Extra, copies of the music in The Etude can be had
Dora Hennings^—pfrTleveland, and Miss Hetlich, of
This state of things^^uld not be so bad if it were not on subscription, at 50 cents a year, on the following
Cincinnati, whqd/ouMW honorably and prominently for two facts First, many
communities accord the title conditions
to

second, the title

—

'

A notable and
was a

recital

clusively

_

most praiseworthy feature at the session
of piano- forte and vocal compositions ex-

bj Ohio musicians.

:

:

I

mentioned, were/ heard at various times during the
recital.

men whose

professional standing

is

very low; and

is usurped by so many
tonsorial artists,
dancing masters, etc., as to make it unspeakably cheap.
Even those musicians to whom it properly belongs sometimes feel ashamed of it on this account. May the time
‘

*

A similar feature was the most striking and attractive come when the plain title “Mr.” shall suffice for every
aspect of the late National Association, and no lover of musician who has not earned another by meeting some
music, who at all comprehends the significance of Amer- recognized test of his attainments.

Payable in advance.

1st.

’ ’

2d.

The party must be a regular

subscriber to

The

Etude.
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Back numbers cannot be
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not.
Have any of those who say
this ever attempted to dissect, study, and, above all,
execute his gigantic B Minor Sonata so magnificently
rendered by Carl Faelten in Boston, at the M. T. N. A. ?
I have done so, and have played it to him many times,
and I know what is in it, and so do hundreds of other
young, enthusiastic, warm-blooded men and women.

no composer, of course

regular

many most excellent

No

your subscription.

and there is many a name now blazing
with tinsel that will fade sooner from the pages of history
than his. As I find that many of his pupils in America
are testifying to his worth, I dare to add this, my humble
tribute at the shrine of one to whom I owe much of my
knowledge and all of my enthusiasm and love of what is
holy in art.
I might say much about the life, manners and habits,
the classes and communion with Liszt, in Weimar and
Rome, but the public is so familiar will all this that it
appears to me totally out of place. The world, from
north to south, from east to west, knows all about Liszt.
fear, Liszt is safe,

FRANZ

1
*

LISZT.

Dear Editor Etude. — “Liszt is dead, long live——
Where is the second Liszt? Will
there's the rub.

1

:

Ah!

Whatever foes and
there ever be one? Probably not.
jealous rivals may have said or written, this fact remains
on history’s scroll Franz Liszt was the greatest pianist
that ever lived. He played Chopin played it like Chopin.
He played Beethoven, and what did that glorious
master say to the boy Liszt? Every musical student
knows. He played Schumann, he played Bach, above
comparison with any other, and he played Liszt beyond
Never was there anything he could not do.
description.
In his old age, & couple of years ago, when I witnessed
the feat, he took up those tremendous variations of
Rubinstein and studied them for a day or so “for recreYe shades recreation, indeed? and what’s
ation.”
more, played them with an aplomb not even reached by
Rubinstein himself. I have heard them both do it, and
I believe my own senses, not the blatant effusions of
certain rattle-brain musicians who have written against
the maestro. He would extemporize a second fugue to
the G minor of Bach on a second piano with nonchalance.
I heard him do it when M’lie Dore Petersen, of Hamburg
(now married and in this country), played it in Romhildt’s
piano factory in Weimar. I have seen him accompany
concertos upon concertos with sa orchestral force upon a
second piano from memory, really amazing. Arthur Friedheim, of the Liszt Verein, in Leipzig, can testify to this.
Many say Liszt never played. No, neither he did to
the ofttimes impertinent, and more often incompetent,
“Birds of Passage” thronging Ms salons in Weimar.
Bat a winter in Villa d’Este was something different:
there he played with his pupils (never more than four or
dream through
five) for hours together. 1 have heard
Chopin’s tenderest moments for an evening there at a
time. - -Few people, I will acknowledge, have ever heard
him play much but here’s a secret he did play, for all
Liszt played largely in his head; his was the
that.
faculty of retaining technic and celerity without being
tamed into an automaton, perpetual motion of piano
slavery.
His technic was bora in his brain, and in his
intuitive system of training his muscles, nerves and sinews.
Arthur Friedheim, a man now creating a furore in
Leipzig, with whom I lived like a brother for nine months,
practiced less than any man I ever knew but he thought
more, planned more, and studied more with his brain.
Now much rubbish has been written against this “grand
old man” of music lately— foul, contemptible cowardice.
Yea, verily, the man had his faults, and what one of
these puny vermin who attack this colossus of art, if
subjected to the same subtle temptations, the like flatteries
and intoxicating adulations, but would have fallen more
frequently and more irretrievably than Franz Liszt? and,
like all impetuous geniuses, he had his weak moments
but, alas! gentlemen of the art, those who have but lately
said such bard things of this marvelous man could but
ill afford to have their own private lives examined ; but
well—great men’s faults, as we know, are very keenly
exposed by all manner of spies, but the poor, inexcusable
vices of small fry are left unnoticed - they womd not
tickle the jaded palates of scandal mongers one bit. The
man who has. I suppose, looked at many of the most
important works of the present day in an embryo state,
and given hints and warnings, praise and blame, to most
of the rising or risen generation of artists ; the man to
whom the first page of “Parcifal” was sent as it left
Richard Wagner 8 inspired pen ; the man who electrified
Europe for years, who has been attended by the Sower
of musical genius for thirty years ; the man who educated
Blilow and practically first appre iaied and first gave
Wagner’ 8 works as he would have given them ; the man
who has reformed and remodeled modern piano music,
who has given us such talent as Morzskoski and Zgambati and a score of others; the man who has written
more for the piano than any other man, who opened up
the choicest treasures of the classics by arranging them
as no other man conld, or, more properly, did not, because
he could not ; the man who took in the most extraordinary
and original vein so many grand orchestral and choral
works, that man can afford to have many glaring faults,
and still be head and shoulders above mean slanderers
whd have not done any one of these things, and can, like
the noble animal of highest breed, contemptuously pasB
over and ignore the miserable cuss who dares to snap
and snarl at him.
YeB, Franz Liszt is no more, and even the enemies of
this kind, good, generous hearted man will miss him.
Every musician instinc ively feels that one of the boldest
peaks of die Apennines of musical lame has sunk, and
no other like it will ever be reared. No ; such a comin one man will not reappear. Oh, no; he was

—

—

W

—

;

;

—

-

—

i

Weber

;

CONCERT PROGRAMMES.

:

;

;

;

;

Traviata (Verdi), duo, two pianos, Alberti ; Dying Poet,
Gottschalk Ave Maria, Bach-Gounod ; The Hen (Gal*
lima,), duet, Gottaehalk
Seventh Concerto (violin solo),
De Beriot ; Norma (Bellini), duo, two pianos, Rosellen ;
;

;

March Funebre, Op. 36, Chopin
hands), Rossini.

Miss Elsie Lincoln,

La

1

Association,
Clark, Pianist.

;

;

;

;

;

Horace

Austin.

C sharp, Op. 27, Beethoven Song, Miss
Barcarolle, Moszkowski
Valse Caprice, Rubinstein ; Ballade,
flat, Chopin
Berceuse, Chopin
Mill, Joseffy
Ballade,
minor, Chopin Silver Spring,
Bendel Song, Mias Bowers ; Rigoletto, Fantasies Liszt.
Sonata,

;

;

;

A

Valse Brilliante*

Crosse, Wisconsin.

Marche Turque

Semiramide (eight

;

Texas Music Teachers'

;

G

:

;

Larghetto from symphonic in E flat, Beethoven
(four hands), Beethoven
Allegro
from sonata in E flat, Haydn
When all the World
The Fair,
is Hushed in Sleep (vocal duet), Gumbert
Gurlitt
Shepherd Boy, Wilson Ave Maria, Bach- Gounod The Mill, Joseffy; Die Beiden Grenadiere (vocal
solo), Schumann
Sonata in G minor, Beethoven ; Concert waltz, A flat, Schulhoff Reminiscence, Schumann
Will o’ the Wisp, Jensen Bobolink (vocal solo). Bis(a)

:

;

H. A. Kelso ,

(h)

Von

E. A. Smith, Fargo, Dakota.
Duet (a) Invitation to the Valse, (6) Andante, Weber
Song (a) The Beggar
8, Lichner
Maid, Barn by (b) Shadow Song, W. G. Smith Mating®
of the Birds, Bowman Selection (violin solo) Serenade
(Schubert), arranged for piano and organ, Battmann

Sonatina, Op. 49. No.

Simpson

Waugh Lauder.

;

;

I

Mm

,

Mendelssohn
Polacca Brilliant©,
Rhapsodie Hongroise (four hands), Liszt.

Oaprieeioso,

A

sharp, minor, Chopin

Jr.,

flat,
;

Paxton, Illinois.

Moszkowski

Impromptu, C

;

Lend Me Your Aid, Gounod

Kamennoi-Ostrow, Rubinstein
I Feel 1 by Angel Spirit (duet), Hoffman
Sonata pathetique, Beethoven.; Past, Present, and Future, Angelo
Spinning Maiden, Raff

;

;

Mariani

;

Rigoletto, Liszt.

;

;

;

;

;

A METHOD FOR BEGINNERS.

;

March in C, Concone Tarantelle No. 1,' Mills
Welcome to Spring (vocal solo], Rubinstein Symphonic,

choff

;

;

;

;

G

minor, Mozart.

I saw a question in The Etude a short time ago relating to the training of beginners in music, and I thought,
perhaps, some of the “ ways and means ” that I have

adopted might prove useful to others.
Iowa Conservatory of Music, Grinnell, Iowa.
I had last year in my music class two children, a
brother and sister, the former twelve, the latter eight.
Field-Ludecke; Trusting Yet (song), Roeehel; Octave The little girl had never taken lessons, and the
whole
study No. 7 (piano), Knllak Angels Ever Bright and amount of her musical knowledge was that the note on
Fair (aria), Handel
Concerto D m. (piano), Mozart
the first line below the treble staff was called do. The boy
Fantasie Semiramide (violin), Dancla May Bells and
had already taken fifteen lessons, but I could not posiMay Flowers (vocal duet), Mende'ssohn ; Rhapsodic tively affirm that he knew even as much as his sister.
Hongrone No. 2 (piano), Liszt; 0 Hush Ttiea, My Baby Oh, the teaching of some teachers
I once heard of a
(song), Pease
Reveuse, Op. 118 (violin), De Beriot
certain man who said that as soon as he had learned to
With Verdure Clad (recit. ed aria), “ Creation ” ; Con- turn over music for a player at the right place, he incerto G m. (piano), Mendelssohn; The Fay’s Song tended to become a music teacher. I have come to the
(vocal trio), Smart.
conclusion that there must be a great many of both sexes
who are of the same mind. I wish I could gain the ear
E. M. Sefton, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
think “ anybody will do to
Marcia Fantastica (duet), Wold mar Bargiel Rondo, of some of those parents who
When they grow up, it will be time
Op. 73, Burgm tiller ; Happy Farmer, Op. 68, No. 10, teach the children.
Schumann Waltz Noble (duet), Gmlitt Gone (song, enough to employ better teachers.” Those parents do
not read musical papers or literature, and so one can
MSS.), E M. Sefton Sonata in D, Haydn; Waltz, Op.
in one’s own little circle.
Sonata in G. Haydn
Essay on only strive to be of influence
34, No. 1, Chopin
Let ns, too, as music teachers, persevere in good work,
Chopin, by Miss Mary Witwer Waltz, Op. 71, No. 1,
and I feel sure that in the “ long run ” we will be the
Grillen
Chopin Polacca Brillante, Op. 72, Weber
winners.
(whims), Op. 12, Schumann Waltz, Op. 18, Chopin
To this end I would like to say a few words about this
Good Night (quartette, MSS.), E. M. Sefton.
what I did to interest and inlittle girl pupil of mine
Detroit Conservatory of Music. J. H. Hahn, Director. struct her, and how I succeeded.
In the first place, I took all instruction books away
(a) Harmonious Blacksmith, Handel
(p) Sonata
from her. At the first lesson I told her to play me some
pathetique, Op. 13, Beethoven ; Spring Song (for contones to strike some of those white keys. I encouraged
(a) Andante Cantabile, in B flat,
traho), Dudley Buck
her to try the different tones, and to discover which were
(No. 1 of two musical sketches, Op. posthumous), Menwhich “sound well ”
higher, which lower, in pitch
delssohn (b) Valse in E flat, Op. 18, No. 1, Chopin
Then, with c as the fundatogether, and which do not.
(e) Nocturne in F minor, Op. 65, No. 1, Chopin;
mental tone, and using only the first eight tones above
(d) Rondo Brilliant in E fiat, Op. 62, Weber; (a) I
and the first eight below, I had her study the relations of
Know Two Eyes. Chadwick (6) Mother, Dear, oh, be not pitch
with those tones.
Then I explained a few of the
Angry, Heyer-Helmund Trio in F major, Op. 16 (piano,
relations of tones to each other, such as thirds, sixths,
violin, ’cello), Jadassohn.
Polonaise, Op. 42 (piano), Seharwenka; Nocturne (vio-

lin),
j

;

;

;

!

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

Clara J. Fleming, Champaign, Illinois.
Qui Vive, Ganz Etude, V/ollenhaupt Selected solo
;

;

German Waltz, Beliak; Swiss Scene, Burgm Uller
Sonata, H. Lichner ; Duet from Lorely, Krug ; Selected
solo ; March, Giese ; Frolic of the Frogs, Watson
Galop de Bravouri, Wefali.

Wm. H. Sherwood

Palmer's
. at Dr.
Pittsburgh , Pa.

Normal

School,

minor, Beethoven ; “ Le Papillon” (The Butterfly); Scherzo- Impromptu ; Prelude
and Fuge, Harberbier-Gudmant ; The Night has a
Thousand Eyes, Thou Art Like a Flower, When Gazing
in Thine Eyes (three songs, MSS.), Carl Retter; Romarza, Op. 17, Fantasie, Op. 15 (two selections for violin
and piano). A. M. Foerster ; Tarantelle (for four hands,
MSS.), Edmund Mattoon; Concerto, Emperor, E flat,
Op. 78, Beethoven.
Sonata, Op. Ill, in

C

Mrs. H. M. Chase and Pupils, West Somerville. Mass.
La Chass© an Lion (four hands), Rolling; II TrovaDorn ; Nocturne, A flat, Leybach ; Bocchina (song),
Benedict; Etude, F sharp, Op. 61, Afttyer ; La Fileuse,
Op 167, Raff; Value de ConcervNfeeniawski ; Der
Fmsdbtttz (6 hands). Von Weber : WoSus? ( Whither?),
flat, Chopin; (a) Flowers,
Schubert- Lange; Valse,
Bradski ; (b) Last Might* Ijeroif; Andante and Rondo

tore,

A

tones that are pleasing and those that are di-cordant.
Of course, I did not go into these matters in a philosophway ; stijft, 1 tried to explain simply something abont
the vibration of the strings on her instrument. In short,
I tried to get her to realize that music consisted of tones,
that it was not merely black dots upon a piece of paper,
or the striking of the ivory sticks upon & piano, but that
I think just here is the
it was the tones we were after.
great mistake that music teachers make: they set the
eyes and fingers of their pnpils at work, but never think
of training their ears. They turn out pupils quick at
reading music, of wonderful technical ability, but few of
them have much idea of wbat music is, ana this is due,
to a great extent, to the primary teachers. They fail to
impress the tones upon the minds and hearts of their
pupils, whereas this, in my opinion, should be the first
ana last great aim.
This, then, was my first lesson, and for the child’s
work until the next, I told her to learn to png as many
of the tones as possible, to practice striking the keys
and telling whether the tones were higher orlower than
the fundamental c or do without looking at the keys to
find out, and remember how many of the tones
well with do, and for her to see if she could
something new about any of them. I think the
who would tty this method will find it more Mtiaiactory
than the old way of beginning by teaching the
merely to read the printed staff.
j.um.b.
ical

;

i

eMM

——y
I

—

;

;

.

;
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THE NATURE OF HARMONY,
the “ disc&nt ” in a “ plagal ” mode. *

The

THE NATURE OF HARMONY,
fundamental position. The ideas of Zarlino as to the
between major and minor chords, and the essential unity
its inversion or distribution, were

naming such an accidental combination of tones had not occurred, to anybody at that time; it
was foreign to the whole spirit of the time. No one of the combined melodies was looked on as predominant, nor was a bass considered as a foundation

strangled in their birth.

or support for the others ; but all were regarded as equally important indi-

cating all combinations of tones by abbreviations

idea of

The first half of the 16th

vidual melodies, and were invariably thus treated.

century

in

is,

eliminated

the period in which the imitative contrapuntal style

fact,

the second half of the century brings us to the advances

;

by Palestrina and Orlandus Lassus, and
phony.

It

is

made

end to the beginnings of mono-

its

new conception of the
way of looking at poly-

impossible to avoid the idea that the

chord, which came just at this time, and the new

phonic music which resulted from
musical production.

it,

must have had a marked

effect

on

The thoroughbass system was, as I have just shown, the first attempt at
and its adoption marked a long step forward, both in the
progress of theoretical knowledge and of the practical art of writing. The
indicating chords,

essential character of thoroughbass

is

each tone by the number which shows

Bat

diatonic degrees.

intervals above

generally well known.

octave, thus identifying notes an octave apart

with this restriction, however,

;

that their relation to the bass note must remain unchanged.

are always counted from the bass note, there

the fact that the

is

As the intervals

no possible way of expressing

c-g and the fourth g-c are not exactly the same

fifth

Thus, for example, the following chords are indicated in exactly
in the thoroughbass system

interval.

the same

It indicates

its distance above the bass note, in
an octave are reduced to the lower

way

:

the

its

essential difference

of any given chord, no matter what

The one

* A “discset” w&s sh&ply a secocd melody invented to go with a given bass and heard simultaneously
with it.—-T ranslator.

THE NATURE OF HARMONY.

;

w.

L

.

.

I

sp

&,

- ---

---

—

,

~

--

theoretically

;

far ag the figured bass

is

concerned, there

is

.no possible way -of indicating what interval
any given voice makes with the bass. It can-

^

(
:

!

of the upper voices are of no consequence so

:

L,

-

<

but

it

:

was the

possibility of indi-

the chord of the sixth

;

Zarlino’s ideas on this' matter had, in the meantime, been wholly forgotten.

After the thoroughbass system got into print, as- it did, in the works of
some Italian composers, toward the year 1600, it spread like wild-fire all
over Europe, and soon supplanted the German tablature to a great extent,
because the tablature offered no means of naming chords. Reforms and improvements in theory, too, were forced into the background by the rapid rise
of the opera, oratorio and instrumental music, and for more than a century
thoroughbass had full sway, wherever there was an organ or harpsichord
part to be played, whether in church, theatre or concert-hall. The organist
or harpsichordist, and for that matter, the player of the' theorbo and viol da
garnba, had no other written part than a figured bass, from which he was
expected to develop a correct polyphonic web of melodies, furnished with
melodic ornaments. Thus it will be seen that thoroughbass playing was, till
past the. middle of the last century, a very important art.

There was no further powerful impulse to a more rational development of
theory until 1722, when it came from Jean Philippe Rameau * a man who
also occupies a prominent place in the history of French. opera.
Rameau is
be considered as the

not be denied that the thoroughbass system is
an imperfect means of representing harmonies
first

that was found,

* “ Traits d’hamionie reduite

the ideas of this book.

The

man who

discovered overtones

He

.

observed that a

and was,

for

that reason

series

ft

sea principes iiaturelg. ”

was completed

,

made up of

several tones

;

and,

Earaeai: wrote a series of works following out

in 17t.u.

THE NATURE OF HARMONY.
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Thus, since the inversions of the intervals

^

——

/
1

as,

by 6 the chord of the sixth and fourth by f the chord of the seventh by 7
the chord of the sixth and fifth' by f, etc.. That the chord of the sixth is an
common chord, and that of the sixth and fifth an inversion
of the chord of the seventh, was not noticed by anybody, till 150 years later.

supposed to be simple were really complex

..

;

sounding string produced not only its fundamental tone, but the twelfth and
seventeenth above it, the fifth above the octave and the major third above
the double octave. In other words, he noticed that tones which had been

Is

*® *»y*

16

was the

positive gain

inversion of the

to

titejss*

same chord in

further, that these tones are those which

form

than a curiosity,

it

was a

revelation.

For example,

the major chord.

suppose a string produces the tone c, and also
e'
we have, then, the major chord of c, thus:
cian of Rameau’s ability, this discovery was

its

It is

twelfth, g,

IT

Ez

and seventeenth,
For a musisomething more
true

:

—

the

phe-

nomenon of overtones was not wholly unknown
before Rameau.
Mersenne (1636) had called attention to them,
and Sau veur
had
explained
them
scientifically,
and
had emphasised their signifi(1701)

extremely useful.

cance in relation

was not long before a great many abbreviations came into practical use,
which made it much easier to think harmony. It was soon noticed that the
chord formed out of a third and a fifth occurred much more frequently than

they never became widely known, nor came to any practical importance, as
related to the art of music, until Rameau founded his theory offundamental

It then became customary to consider this chord as demanded,
some other figures were written. This chord thus acquired special
importance. Only when the third or fifth had to be altered by means of a

Rameau was too good a musician not to know that to deduce the major
consonant chord only from an acoustic phenomenon was not sufficient to

It

any

others.

unless

sharp, fiat or natural, was any figure required.

But no

distinction

was made between a major, minor or diminished

chord:

basses

build

on

understanding of the principles of harmony.

phenomenon.

this

up a

to- the

scientific

.

system of harmony.

But

his attempts to discover

a given tone

is

an

minor chord.
overtone

(i. e.,

He discovered that those strings of vjh‘-'
wh‘~
according to Rameau, the under twelfth ana
x

mmsmM

Thus, the figured-bass system became the means of directing the develop-

seventeenth), will vibrate strongly whenever that string

ment of the theory and practice of harmony into quite other channels than
those marked out by Zarlino, the most learned and distinguished theorist of

others remain silent. He could not distinguish these tones in tho
he assumed that they must be there, since the strings were in vibratio
be thought he had discovered in the phenomenon of sympathetic vi
the principle of the minor chord ; for the under twelfth and seventeen
note make, with the original note (Rameau’s “ generator ”), a minor cho
as the over twelfth and seventeenth make a major chord, thus:
He had discovered the true principle, but was, unfortunately,

time...

The

diametrically opposite character of the major and minor

chord was totally forgotten.

Then, too, Zarlino’s treatment of chords makes

perfectly clear that all combinations of the tones c, e and g are, for harmonic purposes, -the same chord; and the same is true of all positions and

it

inversions of every major or minor chord.

But

it

v -s impossible to attain

from the standpoint of thoroughbass indeed, this idea of Zarlino’
was pushed more and more into the background, for the thoroughbass syste
conceived polyphony as a web of melodies rather than a succession of chor<
From the standpoint of thoroughbass, o minor chord is no different from

this idea

;

1

a

corresponding phenomenon which should account for the minor consonant
chord, were all in vain. Whether he started out with Zarlino’s mathematical
explanation of the opposite principles of major and minor we do not know
But he did try to find a series of undertones corresponding to the overtones,
to account for the

Ills

But

is

struck, while

it by the physicist, D’Alembert, who told him
that the lower strings did not vibrate sympathetically in their

talked out of

whole length, so as to give their fundamentals, but only is
such fractions as corresponded to the tone of the “generator.”
gs do vibrate in their whole lengths

'
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mid schon zu spielen-take pains to pi?
the Key of 6 or H and at the same time he good
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Every

little

German

and laddie knows the story of the Wild Horseman, and has

lass

at

some time shivered with fear

at

the

his swift flight through the air, with a ghostly rider with his head under his aim, and

HHBHI

emeu and hounds

ffi."

no tempo marks because none are needed. Hie

BMBMBaaaaKBsaB

spirit of the piece will

the righ tempo by studying the character of the piece.The metronome mark

.

i

determine how fast

should go.

it

1;

between the form of this and “A Little Piece” compare this second
int the piece

Key of the thi
Schumann did

should move into (modulate) the major

forgot to study the folk-songs and dances, which
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THE ETUDE
[For

The Etude.]

all

THE SIMPLICITY OF TECH-

Do

VI.*

As

to fingering, there

not

is

much more

a passage that

is

to be said.

made out of a

scale,

as you have fingered the scales in the elementary

it

When you come

exercises.

to passages

made

out of ar-

peggios, or chords, or five-finger passages, or double

you have been taught. Good fingerings are found in all instruction books and collections
of technical exercises. There may be more than one
good fingering of certain passages. Try two, and keep
notes, finger

them

as

the beat

When you come to a place where two, three or four
kinds of passages seem to mingle, “ try on ” various finand take the best. The “ fingering ” difficulty

gerings,

with every faithful practicer of technics soon vanishes.

The controversy about American and Foreign
The

finger-

ing does not seem to be an important one.

writer

life in it, is full

tone.

the

more earnestly

for the next

this

;

and

if

a

pupil feels that praise

earned,

The

Talking or reading, declamation or singing or playing,

power of

all

Sometimes we do not think enough of

not care for accent, but play evenly.

that has any

or

When you come to

many months.

for

ACCENT.

FINGERING, ACCENT, TOUCH.

finger

helps a pupil to try
lesson.

These brief directions mean practice

NIQUE.
CHAPTER

the elementary exercises soft, then louder and louder

to the loudest degree.

is not given without being justly
help them to have the desire to deserve it.

to

me,

to be lightly

Many young

for in-

girls start

is

too serious a thing,

it

assumed.
out to teach

They have

unfitted for the work.

on the third syllable but
each of the other syllables is a little different in power
from all the others. Thus the player who has a refined
taste, and whose fingers are perfectly trained, hardly ever
plays two consecutive tones alike.
One is softer than the
stance, is specially accented

will

responsibility of teaching

seems

of infinite variety of accent

The word “ independently,”

it

who

are entirely
.

to do something for

;

themselves, and think that giving music lessons
pleasantest thing that they can do.

the

is

They will, perhaps,

you that they have no taste for teaching, that they
have neither patience nor any particular interest in the
work.
These are the teachers who do real harm. First
other.
Even this refined player, however, needs to keep up find out what we can do well, then do it, even if it is at
risk
the
of not standing quite so high in the opinion of
For the purpose of acthe practice of accent exercises.
quiring a perfect power to accent and an improved touch, the world. Too many failures in this life are caused by not
knowing
ourselves well enough to do only that which we
it is quite in line with the spirit of these articles to recomare sure we can do best. It is the duty of each teacher
mend the study of Dr. William Mason’s
to feel that he or she can do something toward raising
PIANO- FORTE TECHNICS.
the standard of music and with that end in view, we
Dr. Mason’s masterly essay on Touch, delivered before
should try in every way to broaden our own minds, and
the National Music Teachers’ Association, seemed to innot to let our daily routine make us one-sided but let
clude everything pertaining to the subject and his book
our music become the grand, sweet centre around which
mentioned above, is a very valuable one mentioned here
all that is best and highest cannot fail to be attracted.
because it is pervaded from beginning to end with accents,
It has occurred to me that if teachers living in small
which divide off and enliven every exercise and scale.
towns, where libraries are not within easy reach, would
Now, to sum up the whole matter no one can become
join together, and, by each giving a small sum every year,
the best of players without having a natural power of
buy books on music, so that by degrees a musical library
expression
and those that have this power need a
could be formed, that by lending the lives of the compothorough technical training to be able to express by the
sers and the musical papers to our scholars, we might
fingers what the heart feels.
show them that away from the piano, as well as at it,
More than half of the people who “ love music enough
they can study the old masters and gain knowledge how
”
have considerable musical taste. By acto learn it
to made their practice intelligent.
quiring a good technique, by carefully observing all the
Let us, then, join together in the great work that has
signs of expression in the pieces they play, by introducbeen given us to do, putting aside all petty jealousy and
ing crescendos, etc., where there are no marks, and by
while we sincerely rejoice over the success of others, try,
imitating the style of the best players, such persons
by earnest endeavors, to win it for ourselves.
F. C.
may have the credit of very refined taste, and may gradGrange, N. J.
tell

;

;

;

;

of this has taught one or the other, or both, as they hap-

pened

come

to

along, and, like other teachers, very soon

carried his scholars beyond the need of printed fingering.

;

CONCRETE THOUGHT.

;

One

great advantage of the practice of elementary ex-

ercises

is

that, after awhile, the

At

groups, and not separately.

“

I will

mind thinks of notes

in

the beginning, one says,

play A, then B, and then

C

In the end
” and they

etc.

one says to the fingers, “play the scale of A
do it. It is possible, sometimes, to play a whole page
!

never seen before with, perhaps, only three definite im-

The

pulses of the mind.
right hand,

on

then the scale of

Then

it

player says to himself, “ the

this page, is to play the scale

D

of

twice, then the scale of

G

twice,

C

twice.

up and down, then D, F, A, C twice, up and down.
it

;

'

-

plays the arpeggio G, B, D, two octaves, twice

After that

’

repeats the scales as at the top of the page.”

ually acquire

Their musical studies will be a useless

So the player orders the right hand to do these three an untold
kinds of things, and it does them.
You have now, perhaps, thoroughly and persist;
ently practiced all the exercises indicated in the preced-

You

ing chapters.
order.

Your

are a musical gymnast of the

have worked loose and

fingers

first

flexible to

it.

Persons who are conscious that they have no power of
expression, or musical taste, had better “ stay away.”

‘A

trial to

them, and

affliction to their friends.

Z.

EXAMINATION FOE ASSOCIATESBXP.
[For The Etude.]

TEACHER’S RESPONSIWhose

all

over the

able to raise a high ideal in my scholars, and to show
how wide a field of thought and cultivation music
played ten consecutive notes them
opens to them. A teacher must study each scholar’s inof real music l
“ One thing at a time ” has been our motto. We have dividuality, for the way that will succeed with one pupil
mastered gymnastic playing, mental and physical, and may fail if carried out with another.
Our duty is to awaken an intelligent interest in our
will now begin to learn to plat
“
The player on the orguinette or the hand organ produces pupils. Many take lessons because every one plays a
little, so I must, too.”
These are sometimes the oaes
quite as good music as does the piano-forte player who
it is the most difficult to deal with
but we must
plays without accent without a good touch, and without that
bring an amount of patient, earnest work to bear upon
expression.
them that will not be discouraged, if at first we seem to
TOUCH.
fail to rouse them to gee as we would have them see.
One must be able to produce from the keys the very
Study how to make practice interesting. Sometimes the
softest sound, the very loudest, and all that are between
gift oi a pretty little blank book, where the practice list
these extremes. To obtain a mastery of touch, first tapis written out, the rules to be followed put down, and the
tap-tap lightly with one finger on a key ; so lightly that
days of the month marked, so that the amount of practhe key will not go down in the slightest degree,, yet so
tice done can be kept an account of, will cause a child,
decidedly that you can plainly hear the tap-tap-tap on
and even an older pnpil, to take more pains. A teacher
the ivory surface. Next, practice five-finger passages,
should always be careful to give a reason for what she rescales, arpeggios, and eventually chords and runs of
quires done. If we are teaching even a very young child,
thirds and sixths. Do not throw down a single key.
If
we will find that it helps them to work more cheerfully.
one hammer strikes a string, you have not yet a perfect
Mr. Mason’s “Book for Beginners” can hardly fail to
touch. After this, or alternately with this playing, play
interest a child, if taught in the right way. Let a scholar
understand from the first that every note most be played
* OoWtEOTiON.—In Chapter V, 5th paragraph, “ Per the motions we
and that a mistake must never be passed over.
” For the motion* use the seven correctly,
w/tm
A few words of cordial praise, given when it is deserved,
piano.

you have

counterpoint do you employ?
the consonant intervals.
II. How may dissonances be employed in counterpoint?
III. Add to. the following Cantus Firmus (1) a lower
part, note against note ; (2) transpose an octave lower,
and add an upper part, three against one.

Name

I.

To teach properly, that is, to do our work as earnestly
conscientiously as we ought to do, requires for ourelbows of a gold-beater, and can hit from the shoulderjso and
selves as much thought and study as it does for the
that “he will not know what struck him.”
pupil to prepare for us the task we have given them. I
You can play scales and arpeggios fifteen notes to a
take so deep an interest in my work, that I long to be
Yet,

COUNTERPOINT.

BILITY.”

such a degree that they almost rattle in the wind as you
walk. Your wrist is so well oiled that you can literally
“ turn your hand ” to almost anything. You have the

second, and can, blindfolded, strike chords

AMERICAN COLLEGE 01 MUSICIANS.

.

not, so far,

a>~

a:

i£

sz

IY. Write to the following Cantus Firmus (1) an alto
in the range of the alto voice) in florid counter(2) a tenor, four against one.

(i.e.,

point

;

if®

!

2Z=

.si

.

;

,

VOCAL.
How long have you studied

singing ?
taught singing? if so, where and how h>ag?
1. Do yon sing (or teach) according to any particular
school ? if so, explain it.
2. What do you consider the compass of the soprano
voice? of the mezzo-soprano ? of tie contralto? of the
tenor? of the baritone? of the bass?
8. Do you divide the voice into registers, and, if so,

Have you

how do you
4.
6.

«.

class

them?

State your idea of breathing : of emission of tone.

How wonld you remedy a ‘"throaty” tone?
How would you sing a portamento ? few a kff&ht

how a Mm&sio t how a crescendo mi

diminuendo t

how

a tforzando 1

What isa ballad? a recitative? an

aria? an anthem?
beginning, the study of a vocal composition,
what special inowat would you suggest as helpful in
.‘
V
b
Ifr-.'J
,
_
7.

8. (hi

,

...

——

—
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Many

different. ways

"OLD FOGY” HAS A WORD TO
SAY ON "INDIVIDUALITY.”

[For The Etude.]

[For The Etude.]

THE

INTERPRETATION.

SCALES.

of fingering the scales, or

how

BY

to

H.

SHERWOOD

—

Dear Mr. Editor : I think that while many remarks
in your editorial of August, “ Objective or Subjective,”

VI NINO.

learn to finger them, have been explained in different

The Etude. They all are simple enough, and
cannot be seen why they should not be remembered by

articles in
it

person within a short time. Still, there is a general
complaint that it was very hard to make pupils understand and learn them and I admit that I also have been
troubled with this subject for a long time. The difficulty
ifj, however, not to be found in the fingerings, but in the
assy

;

The

characteristic difference between the rendering of

a musical composition by an artist and his pupil, may be
defined as the interpretation of the spirit the letter rep-

And

resents on the one hand, and the strict following of the

ions of

knowledge of the scales. The pupil should first
scale is, and be perfectly familiar with all
is made.
This can be accomplished by taking only one octave,
with the right hand, the same fingering (1, 2, 3, 1 2, 3,
4, 5) for all of them, and plenty of time.
1st. The fingering must be practiced for some time on

reading of notes, and the

of every expression, mark,

the scale of C.

tent of the piece studied, he

,

slur, and pedal mark, cannot
by such training alone be imbued with any artistic con-

ception.

The

must be a careful
and a natural growth. When

faculty for such a conception

development from the

first,

the pupil shall recognize intuitively the emotional con-

may

then be allowed to

render a composition freely and spontaneously, and by
and flats.
and learn the chromatic so doing lie cannot fail to do justice to the intention of

2d. Give a thorough explanation of sharps

3d. Explain the

half-tone,

scale with the usual fingering (third finger on black keys).
4th.
5th.

Explain the whole tone.
Explain the major scale by the following formula:

—

Liszt, I

signs, or the

parrot-like following of the characteristic style of any

performer, must ever be fatal to progress or develop1st,

3d,

2d,

4th,

6th,

6th,

8th.

7th,

ment.
£

£

There

is

a half-tone between 3 and 4 and

7

8, all

others are whole tones.

The thumb
3

—

is

to portray more
and not to limit or
and they should be sub-

Marks of expression are intended
and

clearly the contents of the

music

itself,

restrict the expression of a piece,

to be passed always at the half-tone,

servient to the artist’s

own conception

the whole tenor

say here that I would like to hear the opin-

blame him much

for this state of affairs.

He

introduced not only a meretricious style in his composiTo dazzle was his aim ;
tions, but also in his playing.
and while, perhaps, in later years he moderated all that,
still, he started the fashion, and it has lasted ever since.
How is Chopin played to-day? Everything is topsyturvyed, exaggerated expression taking the place of
that subtle sentiment so characteristic and beautiful.
His polonaises are played as if they were the savage
warcry of a Cossack, and his etudes as mere exhibitions
of digital dexterity, and all, forsooth, because my young
master virtuoso wishes to show his ‘‘individuality.”
Fudge his ignorance and conceit, and because he won’t
take the trouble to consult older and wiser heads. Let
the young racehorse show its blood by all means, but in
the end he gains nothing by a departure from beaten
He simply loses himself, and then, like the fox
tracks.
who lost his tail in the trap, tries hard to convince other
foxes that their caudal appendages are useless. When
we go to piano recitals we go to hear the composition,
not the man playing them. That is what I do ; but then
it may be my old-fashioned simplicity.
When Bach is down for a number, I don’t care to hear
the “Herr” who presides at the instrument give his
I want to hear old
peculiarly personal idea of Bach.
John Sebastian’s idea itself.
You coinplain that &
pianist can’t leave his personality in his dressing-sack in
the green-room. No, very true. But he can leave his selfconceit, and with advantage, too, as far as the audience
We are tired of this eternal smirking
is concerned.
individuality and want of self-restraint. In Rubinstein’s
case, it possibly mars his playing at times, and the man
who wrote “ scratch a Russian and you come on a Tartar,” must have been thinking of this great pianist. He
is a Tartar at times, and sets a very bad example.
It is
customary to laugh at tradition, and pooh-pooh our
grandfathers. “It is so old fashioned, you know ” Very
well, young men ; you will find out when you reach the
age of maturity, that it is very pleasant to have authority
to fall back on, and that a reckless assertion of “selfhood” may be all very fine, but that it is, after all, not
the highest expression of true art.

the composer.

The mechanical observance of outward

me

—

often arbitrary, following

strict,

let

some of my contemporaries on the subject-—®
very delicate and philosophical one, by the way. You
say that individuality should be cultivated, and infer that
it should be cultivated to the exclusion of everything else.
Now it is just here I beg to differ, and also point out to
you that the glaring sin of the age is egotism overdeveloped personality, and overweening arrogance, self“ When I play Beethoven ” (so says the young
conceit.
virtuoso), “I play it individually. ” And what does this
individuality consist of? False tempos, distorted expression, want of repose, in a word, it is cursed with the sin
Display, and not art, selfof our age— sensationalism.
posturing and theatrical outbursts, and a total lack of
the grand self-restraint so necessary to a high ideal of
performance.
With all due reverence to the memory of the Abb6

any conception of the spirit on the other.
has too frequently been illustrated that the pupil
whose attention has been directed solely to an accurate
It

deficient

still

of the article should notbe allowed to pass unchallenged.

letter without

know what a

of them, before an attempt at fingering them

were both interesting and pertinent,

of the composer’s

!

4.

6th.

Learn the scales as follows

:

meaning.

—

It

slurs,

C. 1st, 2d, 8d, half pass, 5th, 6th, 7th, half to 8th.

The “pass ” can be omitted

€#. 1st, etc.

has frequently occurred that the composer omitted

and

all

marks

for expression, in his

manuscript

work, and that these have been supplied later by the

later.

reviser of

new

editions.

Continue throughout the entire chromatic scale, play-

It will be readily conceded that an Edwin Booth or a
George Riddle, in studying a literary work, would not
Continue this, first once, later several times every aim merely to apply the rules of accent and inflection
lesson, until the pupil can do it readily, then with both
prescribed by elocution, however correct they may be, or
hands (L. H., 6, 4, 3, 2, 1, 8, 2, 1), last also descending. follow the rendering of any master of the art.
When a firm hold on the major scale has been gained,
That these artists only study to render a work accordthe minor scales will present little or no difficulty only
ing to their own original conception of the true meaning
take plenty of time, and do not begin with them nntil
of the writer, employing means ever true to nature, is
the pupil can produce any major scale called for without
direct proof of their great genius.
Q
hesitation.
The pupil must continue to play all the
And this holds good for the best rendering of any
major scales once every day, when the minor scales are musical composition. It has been recognized that the

ing each scale only once at a time.

;

taken up.

1st,

who renders a work true to the conception of the
composer must possess genius as great.
The pedals properly used may lend added artistic effect
by blending and sustaining the tones, but these mechanical contrivances must never be the sole means for the
contrasts of loud and soft, so often the only kind of
expression sought.
The cultivated touch alone can
produce that subtle variety of tone quality, and delicate
shading and blending of tones, which, together with the
proper emphasis and phrasing, alike proclaim the true
A student in Berlin, who had long suffered from the
artist and the true interpretation.
piano-forte practice of a young women next door, has
That the tones of the much abused piano can respond
been relieved by a friend, an electrician, who has invented
to every shade of feeling in the artist, and be entirely
a piano- killer. One day, the young woman sat down to
controlled by his will through the medium of the touch,
practice, when suddenly the instrument was thrown out
every tone answering perfectly to the tone-quality preThe poor girl wept
of tune through its eutire scale.
conceived in the artist’s mind, has often been satisfacaloud, and the electrician's sympathies were so excited,
torily proved, and in this country and this generation,
that he was about to restore the piano-fort® to its proper
by an Anton Rubinstein and a William Mason.
form, but was prevented by the enraged student, who
It has been too long the tendency to cultivate the
swore that the tortures he had endured were not to be so
mechanical exclusive of the intellectual and the artistic,
The stoiy spread over Berlin, and
easily condoned.
while it is only when the mind, heart, and soul are the
musicians and piano-forte doctors came in throngs to
controlling influences, that music can be cultivated as a
examine the instrument, but all efforts to make matters
fine art.
straight or to account for the difficulty were in vain.

artist

Harmonic minor
2d,

scale:

3d,

4th,

6th,

6th,

7th,

8th.

1

£

To be learned

1£

£

&g above, until the pupil

£
is

able to play

them, also ascending and descending by himself, every
day, with the major scales.
Melodic minor scale
:

1st, 2d, 3d, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 7th, 6th, 6th, 4 th, 3d, 2d, 1st.

£

£

£

£

When all of them have been learned, they must be
played once every day, always the major, harmonic and
melodic minor of each key in succession, viz.
:

C

major, harmonic melodic.

C*

“

85

“

.etc.

|

ThiB most be continued for from four to eight months,
or even longer,

according to the age and
talent of the pupil, before they can be extended to two
if necessary,

and fingered otherwise. Whenever they are
thoroughly understood, the pupil will be able to give all

octaves,

his attention to fingering, without being troubled with

finding the keys at the

controlled

by one

same time. The fingering can be
which holds good for all the
Carl E. Cramer.

The explanation is as follows A large electro-magnet
was set up in the room of the tortured man, with its
poles dose to the wall against which stood the piano-forte
on the other side. An electric battery was connected
with the magnet, and the stream being tarned on, its
influence was felt through the wall by the steel strings in
the piano, and prOVed powerful enough to pat the instrument oat of tune. Whenever the electric stream was
:

I

REMOVAL.

rule,

scales without exception.

We

have moved our office and place of business
will no longer
to No. 1704 Chestnut street.
Second-hand Piano in excellent con- keep a P. O. box, as we are about a mile from the
dition.
Seven octaves. For Eighty Dollars.
Post-Office, and will have our mail delivered to
Address
us by carrier. Our address is now Theo. Presser
E. CLARK,
(or ^Thk Etude), 1704 Chestnut street, Philadel- Stopped, which occurred as often as the tortured neigh 1228 S. 12th Street. phia, Pa.
bor went oot, the mystic influence stopped
Or Etttox Omoi.

TlOB SALE. —A

We

—

I

—

—
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OPINIONS, PROTESTS
SUGGESTIONS.

AND

Editor of

short correspondences to this Department, and would ask
all to be brief, clear and forcible ; first making sure of having something
to say, suggest, or to protest against.
All personalties and extended
arguments will be summarily suppressed.

E
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be held

note,

when followed by a
when followed by

number of The Etude, another question
in concerted

it

to

music

know when

:

How

naturally arises

shall a chorus or

number of

to leave the note together?

be a half note followed by a

is

Suppose

the chorus

rest, shall

hold the note until the third count? or

the note to be

!

to listen.
The drill-sergeant does not find it necessary that his
squad should fire off their muskets in order to learn the
manual of arms and the manoeuvres of the battle-field.
The Prussians of Sadowa and Gravelotte got their perfect
drill and discipline on the quiet parade ground' of Pots-

an instant before the third count? Could a chorus
agree upon the instant without previous arrangement?
left

If held until the third count, is

passing, as

long before they ever smelled gunpowder.
at first sight, a natural and valid objection to the
Techniphone, that no one ever yet learned the piano
except on a piano. But some one has to be the first to
discover America.
Every great discovery and labor-saving invention must pass the ordeal of objection, doubt
and criticism. That is the very question now up, whether or
not nine-tenths, or even a halt, of the work now done on
the piano cannot be done, and much better and quicker
done, on another instrument.
As to two of the three essential characteristics of the
piano key-board and touch, the Techniphone is a piano.
As to the third musical tones, by the ingenious substitution of faint, colorless sounds and return sounds to the
keys, it is, for all finger practice, infinitely better than
ff.
the piano.
isj

Editor of

The Etude.

Thirty-five years ago,

when American

prints had, with

few exceptions, only American fingering, I was

led. to

my

influence and practice’, to that mode of finger-,
ing, thinking that I was thereby encouraging American
enterprise.
The best foreign teachers have looked with disdain
upoaihis x, 1, 2, 3, 4, fingering, and insisted that a pupil
had better pay double price for good foreign prints rather

use

than use such fingering.
I was soon convinced that they were right, and afterward refused to buy music with x, 1, 2, 3, 4, fingering, at
any price. I also soon began to observe that my pupils
were well pleased with the change, and think I received
a better class of pupils in consequence.
I would say to the teacher who uses American fingering because he can buy it at a greater discount, or for any
other reason* that he will certainly regret it before long,
for it is going out of use, and his pupils, when they
become older, will blame him for having taught them
what they will have to unlearn.
New York City.
J. C. Cook.

Editor of The Etude:
Observing in The Etude for March a very clear exposition of the way to play two notes in one hand and three
in the other evenly together, I submit the following
table, to show how tour
the right hand may be played
with three in the left and have them both even. 1 have
used this method in Chopin’s C I Mi Impromptu.
B.

m

not held too long?

Do

must, upon that count.

tres-

not some con-

Is not this the better way, avoiding, as

does, any uncertainty as to the instant the note
2d. Is

it

it

is left?

customary, in chorus work, when a quarter

Ques.— Please answer the following question in the
next number of The Etude. In naming the intervals of
why are the primes, dominant, sub-dominant and
octave called perfect and not major? Nemo.

scales,

Ans.—Because these intervals differ from the other
consonances (thirds and sixths) in this, that when they
are inverted they do not change their character.
Major
thirds and sixths when inverted become minor, but a
^

fourth inverted becomes a fifth of the same sort as the
regular fifth of the scale, and vice versa. Further, primes,
fourths, fifths and octaves as they stand in the scale
cannot be modified either by enlargement or diminution
without changing them from consonant to dissonant intervals. Whereas major thirds and sixths are made minor
by diminution, and minor are made major by enlargement, both being consonances. But some writer# prefer
to call all the intervals of the scale major.
Fillmore’s

note is followed by a rest, to play it as short as an eighth
“New Lessons in Harmony” calls them all standard,
note, when followed by a rest? In other words, are the
treating all other intervals as modifications of standard
two notes held the same length of time, the remainder (or scale) intervals, and pointing out the above-mentioned
of each count being observed in silence ? These ques- differences.
tions have caused no little discussion here, it may be
Ques. I cannot understand how the Waltz; No. 2 of
possible they have elsewhere.
E. A. S.
Schubert’s, in June number, can be so very similar to
Beethoven’s “Le Deair.” What is the “fourth Mode
of Minor Scale
spoken of by Louis Mever? What is
the Robbins’ “Method of Harmony and Piano Instructions”?

—

.

’

’

NEW

PUBLICATIONS.

“THAT GRAVE ON THE LONELY
Words and Music by J. M. Hill.
Bretano Bros., New York.

dam
It

it

it

ductors insist upon leaving the note instantly upon the

second count ?

m^mgntiam and JjUtmws.

time the same as

its full

a note?” being answered in the affirmative in a recent

players

:

'Old Fogy, in the July Etude, says some very handadds, “Nothing
will convince me of any actual substitute for tone itself.
That, however, is not the question at issue over the Techniphone. For learning tone and expression, give us a perfect
piano, and in perfect tune.
But nine-tenths of the time
required to master the piano is spent, not in learning
Learning to
tone, but in acquiring dexterity of Ungers.
play the piano is, in the beginning, not musical but mechanical, in no respect different from many other arts
which depend solely on nimbleness of hands and fingers.
And the Techniphone asks, Are noise and racket necessary to train fingers? Must we beat the tom-tom?
It is a serious objection to the piano, as an instrument
for Sager practice, that it lends itself so readily to the
amusement of the pupil. The playing of pieces early is
a delusion and a snare. If the pupil impatiently lavs
aside her training exercises, not yet having wholly subdued her fingers and mastered the key-board, she abandons the one straight road to success and .enters on a bypath which ends nowhere. To such pupils the piano is
the voice of Circe beguiling and betraying all who stop

some .things of the Techniphone, but

T)

-

The Etude: —

The question “Should a
rest,

We invite

Editor Etude

—

.

’

HILL.”

Published by

’

A ballad

in the long- forgotten style of Belle Mahone.
It has a chorus, which is unaccompanied in the second
verse, to give it a lonely, far-away effect, I suppose.

“32

KLAVIER AND SINGSTUCKE.”

laur.

Ans.— 1. The Schubert waltz you speak of is “Le
Desir,” often attributed to Beethoven, but not written*by him at all. 2. Louis Meyer’s “Fourth Mode of the
Minor Scale, is ascending in the melodic and descending
in the harmonic.
It is really a mixed scale, made up of
three chords a minor tonic and under-fifth, and a major
over-fifth.
The pure minor (or under-scale) is made up
of three minor chords, just as the major scale is made up
of three major chords. There is, also, a mixed major key,
made up of a major tonic and over-fifth and a minor
under-fifth. See Fillmore’s “New Lessons in Harmony,”
and Riemann’s “Nature of Harmony.” 3. I have not
a copy of Robbins’ “Method” within reach, but an examination of it some time ago left on my mind the impression that it was a superficial work by one of those
shallow pretenders who condemns everybody bat himself.

Emil BresPublished by P. J. Tonger, Cologne, Ger-

many.

’

—

Useful, instructive pieces, of the first grade, on five
tones for each hand. They were composed for the
few of the pieces have
author’s two little children.
German words, which, however, do not interfere with
Ques. To The Etude: -I have a little pupil whose
the playing of them, as the piano part is complete in
There is a dearth of this kind of music in this fingers, to use a common expression, seem to be double-""
itself.
We need more kindergarten music, simple jointed. For instance, in striking with her thumb, the
country.
and pleasing music, by good musicians. Emil Breslaur second joint turns decidedly in, and the joints of her
Do you think she
is a leading Berlin teacher, and "conducts a musical fingers move in much the same way.
We would be pleased will ever make a player? Or can you advise me any set
journal called the Klavierlehrer.
to see these pieces become popular iff—this country. of exercises especially adapted to such a pupil? L. H.
They are in two parti, each part 50 cents.
Ans. You can best overcome this difficulty by simple
“
MUSICIANS,” by exercises for one finger at a time, fixing her whole attenSTORY OF MUSIC
tion on the one point of getting the finger up sad down
Lucy C. Lillie. NewUTork Harper & Brothers.
correctly.
Don’t let her practice without you. Take
This little book is primarily intended for young music only a few minutes at a time, no longer than you can
Do nothing else until you have conpupils, and its avowed object is “ to interest young stu- hold her attention.
dents in music in the technic of their art and in the quered at this point. You can sooti use slow trill, and
associations amid which great masters have worked.” afterward exercises for three, four and five fingers.
»
This object it will doubtless accomplish. It has in itself
,
,
n ___ W;11
„
„
* ° U“ °
” which .its
its author desires
enthusiam”
the “impetus and enthusiam
next^TUDE?-!,. S.
Sp
J
* ?H dler in^our
fru
nia irAnnff
RinAArA in
it is sincere
in smint.
spirit,
young readers •; it
awaken in Ms
to owolron
Ans. Fritz Spindler was bora in 1817, and has been
elevated in tone, and gives evidence of wide reading and
a teacher in Dresden since 1841. He is best known
It is a healthful book and will doubtless be use
study.
It seeks to interest pupils in the intellectual side of by his brilliant parlor pieces for the piano; but he has
ful.
music, and is well adapted to do so from its intelligence. written larger works^— three symphonies, a piano condecided advantage is the illustrations, which are quite certo, a good many sonatas, and some quartettes and
numerous. It contains also a great deal of useful infor- trios. One of the symphonies has never been published.
mation.
Ques. Is it thought injurious to a girl’s voice, reguThe greatest defect of the book is its lack of perspeclarly trained by a competent teacher, before she is at least
It does not seize the prominent points and place
tive.
sixteen years old ? C. E. N.
them in the clearest possible light. The characteristic,
determining facts of musical history (in so far as the book
Ans. If I understand the question rightly, you ask
Indeed, if a girl should take singing lessons before puberty ? Yes,
is a history) are not shown as they might be.
some of them are not mentioned at all. For example, in moderation and with discretion. During childhood
there is no account whatever of the distinguishing charac- and the changing period, a girl should not do a woman’s
teristics of the harpsichord and clavichord, although we work in singing any more than in other things.
Everyare told that the piano-forte differs from them in having thing should be done to promote health; special care
hammers. The information in the book is so miscella being taken to develop the respiratory organs.
Of
neous that it needs a clearer arrangement to prevent it coarse, tight clothing around the waist should not be
worn. During these years the girl should study music,
from being confusing.
There are some positive faults. On page 78 there is a
very misleading use of the term “le'”’
is here actually applied to the
'
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Allegro brilliant, arranged for

Mendelssohn, Op. 92.

—

two

by

pianos

Reinecke.

A

Rheinberger, Op. 5. Duo,
As to the literature for piano and violin, I refer you to the guide by
Albert Tottmann, in case the works named below do not suffice. That
Mozart and Beethoven alone have caused quite a literature for these instru"

(

Hofmann, Op.
Wilm, N., Op.

Italian

19.

Conclusion

.

minor.

Love Novel.

ments is well known. Besides the works named before, the following
25.
Suite No. 1.
be mentioned as preliminary studies
Library for Young People; a collection of melodies from
Reinecke, Op. 122. Ten little pieces.
“
“
thp works of old and new masters.
“
“
New series.
Op. 174.
Krause, Ant., Op. 6. Serenade,
“
Op. 108. Three sonatines.
Mendelssohn, Op. 92. Allegro brilliant.
Schubert, Op. 187. Three sonatines.
Reinecke, Op. 46. “ Nutcracker and Mouse King.”
Hauptmann. Three sonatas, Op. 5 and Op. 23.
.Reinecke, Op, 92.
Overture to Goet
Annual Fair at PlundersDavid, Op. 30. “ Bunte Reihe.” Yariegated Series.
VJ
\
weilern.”
For a more advanced degree
44
From the Time of Youth.”
Roentgen, Op. 4.
Sonata.
Bargiel, Op. 10.
Scharwenka, Ph., Op. 21. Dance Suite.
Sonata, Op. 6.
(Jade.

may

-

Krause, Ant.

.

'

'

:

Operetta without words.

Hiller, Op. 106.

A fairy tale without

Reinecke, Op. 165,

Rheinberger, Op. 122.Barth, Op.

German

4.

words.

Sonata.

Bal costumA

Rubinstein, Op. 103.

dances.

Hungarian dances.

Brahms.
“

Op.

“

Waltzes, Op. 39.

Variations on a theme by Schumann.

23.

Northern tone pictures.
Jadassohn, Op. 58. Ballet music in canon form.
Jensen, Adolf, Op. 45.
Wedding music.
Moszkowski,
Op. 12. Spanish dances.
3.
Gade, Op.

4.

Op. 174. Aus dem Tanz Salon.
Scharwenka, Ph., Op. 30. All’ Onharese.
7.
Volkmann,
Op. 24. Hungarian Sketches,

.

Raff,

Waltzes.

arrangements for four hands on two pianos than would be possible in
arrangements for one piano.
Original works for two pianos are not very numerous, I therefore call
your attention to Anton Krause’s “ Library for Two Pianos.” Collection of
original works published by Breitkopf
Hartel. This collection contains

&

the following eighteen works from Bach to Liszt, in beautiful print and excellently edited
'

2.

* Mozart,
4.
5.

W

“

“

“

* Bach,

9.

10.

11.
12.

Concerto,

44

John Seb.
“

8.
.

Sonata, No.
“
No.

A.

.

“

“

6.

Th. Gouvy.

Sonatas, Op. 77 and 105.

Sonata, Op. 61.

Op.

Bargeil.

Suite,

Brahms.

Sonata* Op. 78.

Kiel.

-Suite,

17.

Op. 77.

45

Romance, Op.

“

Two

Kofi*.

sonatas,-

'

49.

Op.

35.

Sonatas.

The literature for piano and violoncello is less copious. Besides the wellknown five sonatas of Beethoven and the two of Mendelssohn, I mention
:

1,

Schumann.

B

major.

flat

“
2,

F

Sonata,

D major.

Fugue,

C

minor.

Concerto,

E flat

Concerto, No.
“
No.

major.
3,

2,

D
C

minor.
major.

Op. 11 Andante with variations in F major.
Op. 1. Variations, E major.
Andante and variations, B flat major
16. Schumann, Robert, Op. 46.
17. Reinecke, C., Op. 94.
La Belle Griselidis, F major.
Concerto path&ique, E minor.
18. Liszt, Franz.
Besides these, I mention in addition
Saint-Saens, Op. 35. Variations on a theme by Beethoven.
Gouvy, Op. 62. “ Lilli Bull6ro.”
14. Singer, Otto,
15. Rudorff, E.,

:

“ Lutzow’s Wild Chase.”
“ Horn mage & Haendel.”

Moscheles, Op. 92.

Moscheles and Mendelssohn.
Reinecke, Op. 24.

Reinecke, Op. 125.

Variations op the march from Preciosa.

Variations on a sarabande by Bach.

Improvisation on a gavotte by Gluck.

Five pieces

“

44

Huber, Hans, Op. 31. Sonata, B flat major.
Bruch, Max, Op. 11. Fantasy, D minor.

Op. 108.

a popular tone.
Rubinstein. Sonatas, Op. 18 and 39.
Reinecke. Sonata, Op. 42.

major.

Chopin, F., Op. 73. Bondo, C major.
Krause, Anton, Op. 17. Sonata, E major.

Hiller,

suite. Op. 86.
Six rhythmical studies. Op. 38.

Rheinberger.

:

Clement!, M.
“
“

1.

Canonical

Hiller.
44

Wilm, Neron, Op. 30. Second Suite.
If you have two pianos, you will have a great source of pleasure and
enjoyment by cultivating four-hand playing on two pianos. The orchestral
works of our heroes can, of course, be rendered much more adequately in

in

Op. 89.

Bennett.

Sonata, Op. 32.

Brahms.

Sonata, Op. 38.

Grieg.
Kiel.

Sonata, Op. 36.
Pictures of Travel, Op. 11.

Lachner, Vincenz.

German dance

Saint-Saens.
“

Op.

Scharwenka.

Suite,

melodies, Op. 85.

16.

Sonata, Op. 32.

Sonata, Op. 46.

H. Sonata, Op. 15.
we have an uncommon wealth of

Witte, G.

literature up to the present
In trios
and I only need mention to you the names of composers such aa
Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Hummel, Mendelssohn, Schubert, Schumann,
Bargiel, Rheinberger, Gernsheim, Reinecke, Brahms, Saint-Saens, etc. You
may, nevertheless, desire to get acquainted with a few trios of an easier or
the easiest character which might be considered as children’s trios, and precede those of Haydn. Such are the following

time,

:

Kirchner, Op. 68.
Beethoven. “ To

Children’s

my

trios.

Little Friend.”

Trio in one part,

B

flat

major.

.

:

.

THE
Briill, Op. 14.
Gade, Op. 29 (Noveletten) and 42.
Henselt. Op. 24.

Reichel, Op. 73.

Hauptmann, Op.

Serenade, Op. 61.

Hiller.

paniment.

Raff,

-

Two

trios,

Op. 65.

!

Op. 155.

Op. 109.

A

"

Op. 38, six canons.

Reineeke, Op. 12* Four songs, Op. 32; six songs, Op. 64; four songs.
Six songs, with piano accompaniment,

.Holstein, Op. 18.

Kiel.

Three duets for soprano and alto.
Songs for two voices, without accompaniment.
Nine gongs for two high voices, with piano accom-

46.

Jadassohn, Op. 36.

Schumann, Op.

29.

Rural song

two voices

for

arid piano-forte.

Rubinstein, Op. 52.
Saint-Saens, Op. 18.

Scharwenka, Op.

leinecke, Op. 163.

45..

me now to give you a few
me almost superfluous,

It only remains for
this, too,

seems to

Twelve canons

for

two female voices ant

!

Jieolai, Op. 11.
you know as well as paniment.
I that, above all, Schubert, Mendelssohn, Weber, Schumann, also
Iso Haydn,
Meinardus, Op.
Mozart, Beethoven, have given to the German people such a treasure of

music, and

hints concerning vocal

Three duets

for

soprano and

alto,

with p

for

songs as no other nation possesses, sad that in later times, Robert Franz,

LlndMad, Adolf Jensen. Brahms, Rubinstein, Chopin, Hiller, and. many
have furnished excellent ones, while Carl Loewe is the unrivalled
master of the ballad. It is different, however, when we come to consider
the literature of songs for two voices. Most persons who can cultivate this
especial field, confine themselves to a narrow circle, and use mostly the duets

Lully.

15.

The Naiads.

For two sopranc

others,

of Mendelssohn, the three known duets of Schumann (“ If I

Were

Lastly, that
jests,

humor may

also not be wanting, I mention, to

the performance- of which

is

you a few pleasant

appropriate enough at the right time, and

a Bird,” will invariably create the greatest merriment.

I refer to the children’s

These duets are Indeed very charming, but symphonies of Haydn, Bernh. Romberg and von Molten, as well as the
I think, therefore, I can do you a service Waltz, Op. 5, and Meily-Landler, Op. 6, by Grenzebach, all of which are
by calling your attention to a few other compositions of this kind. I sub- written for piano-forte and children’s Instruments (Cuckoo, Nightingale,
Quail, Trumpet, Drum, Triangle, Rattle, etc.), and, of course, produce the
join the following list

etc.),

and a few by Rubinstein.

they lack the charm of novelty.

:

—

Duets by old masters, arranged by Carl Banck.
Hiller, Op. 39.
Popular songs for soprano and
paniment.

Gade, Op.

9.

Niue songs in a popular tone

accompaniment.
Schumann, Op. 108.

for

A

alto,

drollest effect, providing the Jest has been studied with earnestness.
very
with piano accom- humorous medley, which, to be thoroughly understood and appreciated,
demands auditors of quite a literary education, has the title “ Wlppehen,

two sopranos, with piano eine musikalische Gedanken-Polyphonie ” (Hocus-pocus, a polyphony of

two sopranos, with piano accom-

Girls’ songs for

paniment.

Bruch, Op.

Handel.

4.

The

Three duets for soprano and alto, with piano accompaniment,
Sirens.
For two sopranos, with piano accompaniment.

Musical ideas), by S. C. Helm.
I take leave of you, honored friend, with the honest confession that I
myself sensibly feel how many deficiencies my letters contain, whilst you,
it is

to be hoped, will acknowledge, with amiable indulgence, that, in order

to exhaust the subject,

a whole book would have to be written.

The age of virtuosos is past, as Weitzmann has pointed
out in his interesting little pamphlet on Carl Tausig.
display for display’s sake has gone, I hope,
forever.
new race of artists has sprung up, who
discard entirely anything that is merely glittering- and
tawdry. It is safe to predict that time’s verdict' will spare
the beautiful lieder to which Liszt has given such an
exquisite setting, and sweep away as old-fashioned and
rococo his heavy and tiresome fantasies on operatic' airs,
just as Thalberg is represented, to-day, by his interesting
dudea, while the machine-made concert paraphrases are
consigned to the artistic limbo.
The month has been a dreary one musically. Concert
gardens and light operas will grow tiresome it persisted in
Boston has its old music hall, with
to a large degree.
an excellent orchestra under. Mulally; New York has the
Central Park Carden,' under NeundorfFs able baton;
Philadelphia, the Msennerchor Garden ; but Chicago beats
all, by having the Thomas orchestra for five weeks every
summer. That is a treat that our Western brethren must
appreciate very much. Still, out-door music grows monotonous, and every one will welcome with delight the
resumption of the fall season. The Metropolitan Opera

Mm

each concert netting
the neat little' Sam of $5000. It
pays to be a pianist of the first calibre. Moritz Moszkowski has written a lovely suite for orchestra, which
was received with unqualified approval In London. Euene D’ Albert’ s symphony was quietly ignored. He will
f ave to do big things to combat British prejudice ; his
foolish remarks about the English as a musical nation
will not soon be forgotten.
Well, if the English don’t
rank: high as a musical nation, they at least pay well for
it.
London to-day gives the best music in the world, and
it
pays better for
than any Continental city. This is uni-

The age of

They tell an old story about a venerable history, of
Ireland that once existed, and in which a chapter was
headed, “The Snakes of Ireland,” and then in the text
quietly remarking, “There are no Snakes ip Ireland.”
1 am tempted to exclaim, after looking at the heading of
these notes, “There is no News of the Month,” only, I
suddenly remember that Liszt’s death has been a good
thing for the musical papers, and, indeed, to the newspapers ia general.
“It’s an ill wind that blows no one
good.” How we have been, and will be, written and
talked to death. There is no escaping it. From the
sentimentally sorrowful young lady who remarks 1 ‘ Poor
Liszt I wish I could stretch my fingers as far as he. could
on the piano,” to the bore who button-holes you with
the anecdote beginning like this “ It is related once that
when the Shah of Persia was listening to Liszt’s divine
ramblingis on a Persian grand piano, and on a Persian
theme, tne Shah sneezed ; .immediately Liszt arose, bowed
in a cutting manner, and retired haughtily from the apartment. The Shah decorated Liszt next day with the
grand order of the Persia carpet, etc. ” Now this kind
of driveling alagfl is exactly what I object to. It belittles
the grand old man, who had' his weaknesses like any other
mortal. The attempt to make him superhuman is equally
:

:

.

.

He was no demi god ana no saint. He was
& great genius in piano playing. His merits as a composer are disputed, and time alpne rill decide the question.
He was the greatest pianist that ever lived, and a
most picturesque and winning figure. But in the remorseless hands of tne newspaper man he promises to be tossed
like a ball from hand to hand. One grows confused about
a man who is accused of all the dreadful crimes in the
calendar, or is landed up to the skies as a venerable saint.
He was wild in his day ; no one denies it ; genius generally
ridiculous.

reuth with the fire, brigade. This is cruelly witty, but is
a sample of the jokes and anecdotes that are prevalent.
May it soon stop, this barking of the dogs in the cemetery, and let repose the memory of a nobis and great
manj whose whole Hfe
t

fo

s fellow-

m

A

-

versally admitted.

Pachmann, the great Chopimsfc, has had the misfortune
to break down twice in a Chopin concerto while playing
in concert.
This leads as to question the advisability of
_
always playing without notes. This artist has’ probably
played that same composition a thousand times, but a
treacherous lapse of memory, and he is left in the larch.
Carl Reineeke protests against this universal habit, and
cites lots of cases' to show that- it is risky at ti
<
of
times.
The memory is not infallible; and we cannot all

do what Rubinstein does when ‘he forgets, i. e., calmly
improvise anti! he gets in again. This. I heard Mm do
November. The management have se- after breaking badly in the Schumann concerto. Better
cured the engagement of Albert Niemann, the veteran. not trust to memory too far. I know it is not fashionable
to play with notes, but if you cannot do without them,
tenor, who, while probably only singing on one lung now,
why, boldly put them on the desk of your piano and play
is still a great artist. We will have “Tristan and Isolde/’
of course. There has been a fresh revival of Wagneri- away, knowing you have plenty of precedent.
Mrs. Oscar Bermger, the wife ot
Liszt died intestate.
anism.
Bayreuth has repeated successfully its great summer the celebrated pianist of that name in London, has written
festival.
“Parsifal” and “Tristan’’ have been done a book entitled “A Left-Handed Marriage,” and dediwith the same artistic fervor and finish thatdistinguisfe.es cated it to Liszt. This is rather unkind; for obvious
reasons, particularly as he is the bare, sc they gay
that little town as the very stronghold of the muBic of the
So far, I have heard of no pianist that is a great o
future.
The friends of the no longer new cult have no
that will visit us this coming season. D* Albert seei
fears about the ultimate adoption of the great master’s
theories.
He has, at all events, so turned the progress in no hurry, as he knows he will have to encounter t
of Italian music as to literally “Germanise” it, ana the mighty reputation of Rafael deadly. Alfred Grttn
French are fast succumbing to his influence, as hateful is still in Vienna. I wonder he doesn’t come over
Massenet has gone over boldly and his dashing, bravura style would take here. Rum
as it seems to them.
adopted the leit motif, with all that it implies. St. Saena may come. Xavier Scharwenka has promised, bat
His new the sea trip. He would have great success. Ira
is still conservative and Gallic in his ideas.
symphony was played at the Crystal Palace the other dance still is a popular favorite (alas 1 I heard it a
day, Sir Arthur Sullivan conducting. It was not exactly times this summer on the sea-side piano, transposed
a success, the form being a little puzzling. The intro- the melancholy key of E flat minor).
Have yon read that clever musical novel of Imk
duction of an organ and a piano did not enhance -the
>v.t
called
r - &
(..fe.i*
;
composition. So 1 - , er i 4 v say.
Sooa will the ©©wervstoky piano be board Iteg©*, ®
The Tribune, is wri
Mr. E. H.
interesting letters from Bayreuth to bis paper. Rabin-
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BTEW4EN&LAND iCONSERVAT
Th«

largest

and trest-appolnted School of Muslo«

Literature,

and Art

In

its

literary studies in connection with music,
thus acquiring that higher and broader

departments, Install-

ttl Toeal) including Piano-

culture which

Organ, Violin, and all Orchestral
sad Band Instruments, Voice Culture
and Singing, Harmony, Theory, and
Orchestration, Church Music, Oratorio
and Chorus Practice, Art of Conducting
also, Tuning and Repairing Pianos and
forte,

Organs.

Students can here pursue their

sors.

MUSIC
Is taught in all
Blftnirf

the World.

now

is

required of profes-

sors of music.

ELOCUTION and 0SATQ8Y.
Samuel S. Kelley,

a.m,, Principal.

Special attention given to

Beading AS a

All under superior teachers,

and private. There have been
more than two thousand students in atin classes

lic

ART DEPARTMENT.
Drawing, Fainting,

opportunities given, and

Pub-

Diploma of

the Conservatory awarded upon graduation.

Modeling

rad

A thorough system taught.

Voice.

tendance the present school year,

from Casts and from Nature, in Crayon,
Water and Oil Colors Portraiture and
China Decorating, with some of the

One, two and three years’ course.

;

Is located in the heart of Boston, con-

In classes

best artists in the country.

and private. There have been one hundred and twenty-five Students in attendance in this department in a single term.

Common and Higher Branches,
Mathematics,

etc.

beautiful

Park

in front,

make

lightful,

and the surrounding broad
both healthful and de-

it

splendidly equipped for

It is

Home and the Schools, furnishing
Home Accommodations for five handled
both
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History,

Mofiens Languages

lady students, and Class
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and Spanish,

Italian

and Ar-

The

Centre of America.

streets,
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ENGLISH LITERATURE,
German, French,

fessedly the Musical, Literary
tistic

Accommoda-

tions for three thousand lady

with the best native and foreign profes-
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tlemen students.

FALL TERWi REGIUS SEPTEMBER © 1886.
$20,00 per term of ten weeks
Hoard and, M&&m Sent, Tight, Meat,
9

Tuition,

$5.00

to

E.

$4.50

to

$7,50 per week,
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-*THE TECHNIPHONE*.

132335515

TOURJEE,

STEW

rA, '23^J^TT^X'SF-’U-T-iXi~^’

etc.,

IIDXjXrSWS^'EgHD.

PBSS.

BOSTON.

Franklin Square,

Director,

THE TECHNIPHOHE is an instrument with
s piano-forte key-board and genuine piano touch,
designed as a substitute for the piano in learning
the mechanical part or technic of piano playing.

The Technipfrooe reyeals the secret of all the
great players. It gives to every pupil, at no
extra expense, and at home, the help heretofore
enjoyed only by a favored few, under highpriced teachers or in foreign study.
.

For the easy, certain, almost automatic acquiring of a perfect legato and all grades of
staccato, it is as superior to the piano as the
foot-rule is superior to the eye in taking exact

For

silent practice, or for strengthening practice with its seven different degrees of keyforce, there is nothing like it. It saves the
-

measurements.

action and tone of a good piano annually more
than its- own cost, and it spares a suffering
world the intolerable annoyance of piano-drum-

Three months of faithful work on the Techniphone will lay a better foundation, and advance
the pupil further in acquiring a correct touch—
the supreme accomplishment in piano playing
than two years of equally faithful work on the
piano alone. This it does through the novel invention of return sounds to the keys, which introduce into all elementary work a clearness and
precision never before known.

ming.

The Techniphone is no longer an experiment.
During the past two years it has been put to
the severest tests of daily us© In schools and
conservatories, and by the most distinguished
musicians, and no one has ever been returned.

AUXILIARY TO THE PIANO,
LSTIWOMiAl
New
The Techniphone is much
to

superior to

all

other things of the kind.

I

have one.

Steinway Ham.,
Yoke, February 2,

B.

MILLS.

New

Yoke, November

14, 1885.

to all

my

S.

I conscientiously and cheerfully
pupils and players of all grade#.

recommend the Techniphone

1886.

think every pianist ought
°

PETERSILEA SAYS

have pupils come to me with the foundation that your teaching on the Teehnipbbs*
V.
would ask for nothing better.
Boston, June 25, 1886.
Hiebshky School of Music, Chicago.
I earnestly advise the use of the Techniphone by all teachers and student® of the piano and
If i could

will lay, I

CLARENCE EDDY.

organ.

Chicago, November

personal friends and to

JULIE RIVE-KING.

New

WHAT CARLYLE

Mr. Virgil

I experience

now the

benefit of

my five mouths’ practice on

it

with splendid

10, 1885.

resell®.

FREDERICK BOSCOVITZ.
Stbihwat Ham, New York.

York. Fehi
It is the best

means

I ever

had at

my disposal for teaching the piano

correctly

and thoroughly.
A. B,

PARSONS.

And best of all, an infallible test to one’s legato touch in the ingenious bi-click. This bi-click tells
many tales, as lots of self-sufficient pianists have found to their surprise. It is a mssical detective,
and, no matter how well you may think you play legato, in nine cases out of ten you discover you
have been lapping the tones unconsciously.— Ota Fogy, in Tke Etude, July,
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